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Accurate constitutive relations relating stress and strain for continuum mechanical models of materials
with complex, heterogeneous microstructures are difficult to formulate, but valuable for computer aided
design and testing for industrial and commercial applications. In particular, continuum descriptions of the
actin cytoskeleton would facilitate numerical simulations to complement the investigation of mechanobi-
ological phenomena such as cell motility, embryonic development and morphogenesis, cancer metastasis,
mechanically-regulated biological signal transduction. This thesis proposes a framework for the derivation of
constitutive equations for actin polymer networks by computational or numerical means. Detailed simulations
of a microscale model of crosslinked actin networks resolving microsctructural heterogeneity are performed,
and continuum mechanical variables are extracted from these data. Measures of stress, strain, and strain
energy are extracted and utilized to produce hyperelastic constitutive laws in the form of strain energy
functions to model the mechanical response of the cytoskeleton as a continuum material. Strain energy
functions are produced by least-squares fitting to known analytical forms and by training feed-forward or deep
neural networks to learn the strain energy as a function of strain measures. The parameter-fitted constitutive
models are employed in finite volume simulations of red blood cells in Poiseuille flow, and the quality of fit
between the parameter-fitted model and the deep neural networks is compared and discussed.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Predictive models of complex material properties are needed for their use in the design of technologies
and engineering applications. Many materials used in practice possess complicated microstructures with
multiple distinct phases and interacting morphologies that give rise to emergent material properties of interest
at macroscopic scales.
Polymeric materials are one such example. They often possess complicated molecular and geometric
descriptions at the microscale which give rise to their emergent macroscopic properties. Polymers are
composed of repeated molecular subunits - monomers - that form large molecular chains. They may
have mixed compositions, arranging multiple monomeric species into a single molecule. Some polymers
may possess molecular structure beyond simple linear chains such as loops and rings or branched, tree-
like structures. Further, individual polymer molecules may have variable lengths and sizes. Additional
microstructural complexity arises from steric entanglements between polymer molecules or intermolecular
bonds or crosslinks giving rise to a percolating network or gel. These microscopic features give rise to
bulk materials properties. For example, entanglements increase the viscosity of bulk polymeric fluids and
viscoelastic solids while crosslinks and intermolecular bonds increase the stiffness of polymeric solids
facilitating elastic deformation regimes. It is this microstructural complexity and dynamic interactions of
molecules at the nano- and microscale that lead to other non-trivial mechanical behavior seen in many
polymeric materials such stress relaxation, creep, strain-stiffening or strain-softening, and material fracture or
rupture.
Scientists and engineers may wish to computationally study the use of polymers or other materials with
complex microstructure for practical application. However, simulation of a material microstructure in full
detail at scales relevant to engineering and structural design is computationally prohibitive. Thus researchers
must develop compact macroscopic descriptions in the form of constitutive laws. Constitutive laws, equations,
or relations describe the “character” of a particular material, mathematically encoding how a material deforms
in response to externally imposed loads or displacements in the form of an equation relating stress and strain.
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A simple example is that of one-dimensional linear elasticity:
σ = Eε
This equation states that local stress at a point in a material is directly proportional to strain. A large number
of phenomenological constitutive laws, linear and nonlinear, have been developed to mathematically describe
the behavior of materials observed in nature. Some serve quite well as models of specific materials and
are employed commercially in the computational design and simulation of structures. Constitutive laws
are produced at phenomenological modeling and analysis, theoretical analysis of the microstructure using
statistical averaging and kinetic theory, and more recently by computational analysis of the microstructure
due to improved computational power and resources.
The practical success of phenomenological constitutive equations and those theoretically derived from
microscopic material representations are limited to fairly simple materials with clear and exploitable symme-
tries at the microscopic scale which simplify parametrization of the constitutive equations. While analytical
development of constitutive laws for complex materials with strongly heterogeneous microstructure is impor-
tant for theoretically investigating of emergent continuum material properties arise at macroscopic scales,
developing computational methods leveraging modern computing power is practically expedient. Moreover,
properly designed, computational methods have the potential to derive more accurate and more complete
constitutive laws by incorporating as much microstructural complexity as is computationally feasible. An-
alytically derived constitutive laws often include mathematical approximations and physical assumptions
for analytical tractability. Such approximations can obscure how microscale dynamics can subtly affect
macroscale behavior for the sake of obtaining a constitutive law in a closed form, mathematical expression.
When pursuing scalability in simulating physical responses of complex materials, such an analytical approach
loses an unacceptable amount of accuracy and precision for practical use in practical application. This
motivates an approach that can account for microscale complexity in deriving a macroscale model with
minimal analytical formalism in order to avoid molding the resulting macroscale model with any unnecessary,
implicit physical assumptions imported by the analysis.
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1.1: HOMOGENIZATION OF MULTISCALE MATERIALS
Methods to approach this problem of simulation and computational investigation of systems exhibiting
phenomena with interdependence and interaction at disparate length and time scales fall broadly under the
category of multiscale models [35, 60]. Computational homogenization (CH) is a multiscale methodology
relevant to the problem of computationally derived constitutive laws for materials with heterogeneous
microstructure. CH seeks to solve microscale models with resolved microstructural complexity with high
numerical resolution over small domains to extract emergent macroscale mechanics by computational
averaging. Nonlinear microscale phenomena such as crack propagation, phase transformations, and kinetic
mechanisms of inelastic deformation drive microstructural evolution which determines macroscale constitutive
behavior [201, 143].
Historically, computational homogenization can be traced to the micromechanical analysis of fine-scale
material heterogeneities such as multi-phase inclusions or laminates and analytically deriving averaged
or homogenized estimates of the bulk mechanical properties [39, 75, 135]. A large body of work exists
applying these methods to determine bounds on the effective elastic and plastic properties of heterogeneous
composites [65, 84, 156, 157, 192, 202]. The modern formulation of CH grew from the need for accurate
models of macroscale properties of such materials with more complex microstructures less amenable to
rigorous mathematical analysis. Modern reviews can be found in [57] and [125]. The method has been
applied successfully to study mechanical problems for elastic and inelastic heterogeneous materials at large
strain [129, 99, 46], porous media [207], cellular materials [36, 141], soft matter [174], biological tissue such
as skeletal muscle, trabecular bone, and collagen gels [13, 191, 171, 102]. The method can be generalized
from its foundations in elasticity to study nonlinear heat conduction [144, 106], diffusion, and multiphysics
thermomechanical or electro-magneto-mechanical problems [130, 175]. CH has been applied extensively to
develop macroscale mechanical models of composites materials [69, 46, 199, 130].
Recently, neural network and machine learning methods have been incorporated into CH routines. Le et
al. used a neural network to learn a high-dimensional representation of the strain energy as a function of strain
and microstructural parameters for nonlinear heterogeneous materials [107]. Bhattacharjee et al. employed a
neural network to link a nonlinear, low-dimensional manifold representation of a deformation database to a
macroscale derive a reduced order model of the strain energy for periodic, composite hyperelastic material [6].
Lu et al. derived a macroscopic constitutive relation between the electric field and current density in graphene
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nanocomposite materials by means of a multi-layer perceptron [119]. Liu et al. developed a neural network
with a particular architecture informed by CH problems [115]. Their “deep material network” had a particular
two layer structure that constructed compliance matrices of particular forms in the initial hidden layers in
accordance with the phases present in the representative volume element (RVE) and their volume fraction.
The trained model was validated on nonlinear, history-dependent plasticity, large-strain hyperelasticity,
and on a wide range of loading histories. The combination of CH principles and methodologies with the
representational power and versatility of machine learning methods should prove to be a major factor in the
computational design of materials in the future.
To ensure the robustness and success of CH methods, certain assumptions must be satisfied such as
sufficient separation of scales between the micro- and macro-problems. If these preconditions are met,
one can invoke physically and kinetically motivated scale transition relations between field variables at the
separate scales. However, a CH-derived numerical constitutive relation for the macroscopic stress and strain is
only as accurate as the underlying microscopic model of the material. Consequently, developing a statistically
accurate representation of the material microstructure is crucial to the CH research [11, 178]. Methods to
generate statistically representative microstructures can be data-driven by means of imaging technology and
data analysis. This can be done by computed tomography, sectioning or slicing of materials, or magnetic
resonance imaging for biological tissues. Quantitative methods of microstructure reconstruction involve the
optimization of spatial probability distribution functions to measured quantities of a microstructure such as
the relative volume fractions of distinct material phase [178].
This approach of deriving macroscopic constitutive relations from detailed microscale models is also
applicable to biological systems and biopolymer networks. Biological materials possess a great degree
microstructural complexity due to their rich diverse and dynamic molecular profile. Yet CH methods have
been applied sparingly to polymer network models and even less frequently to biological models or biomedical
systems [20, 102]. The work presented in this thesis details an application of computational homogenization
to crosslinked semiflexible polymer networks such as cytoskeletal actin networks
Deriving closed form constitutive laws analytically from sufficiently complex microstructural kinetics
of a system is an intractable problem as of this writing. The classical theory of polymer dynamics involves
deriving constitutive laws for continuum polymeric materials from their underlying microscale Brownian
dynamics models [38, 160].
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Langevin equations describe the trajectory of a particleRi or a system of particles {Ri} in the presence











∇Rj · Lij (1.1)
where U({Rj}) is a conservative potential comprising intra- and intermolecular interactions of all particles
within the system and FCi = −∇RjU({Rj}) is resulting force on particle i from said potential; kB is
Boltzmann’s constant, T the temperature, and Lij is the mobility tensor describing hydrodynamic interactions
between particles i and j. A simple example of a mobility matrix is that corresponding to simple fluid drag
on each particle, Lij = ζ−1I where ζ is the Stokes drag coefficient and I is the identity matrix. These
Langevin equations (1.1) give rise to Fokker-Planck equations (1.1) describing the evolution of the probability







∇Ri · L(̇kBT∇Rjf + f∇RjU) (1.2)
The mathematical details for deriving Fokker-Planck equations from Langevin equations are outlined in
appendix 3.II of [38]. While (1.1) can be theoretically derived, the PDF f can often not be explicitly solved.
Nevertheless, f defines an averaging operator (1.3) that can be used to extract information about macroscopic




where d{Rj} denotes integration over all possible particle positions. Such properties of interest include
viscosities and diffusion constants of polymeric fluids, rheological properties such as frequency dependent





where % denotes the density of polymer per unit volume and ⊗ denotes the exterior product. The full detail
of deriving estimates of these quantities (diffusion constant, viscosities, stress tensors) by such statistical
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mechanical methods for different polymer models is beyond the scope of this thesis, but can be found in the
standard references [38] and [160].
Modern work has extended this approach to systems with more complex microstructure including semi-
flexible filaments [136, 137, 136, 167], active matter and molecular motors [116, 100, 117], and polymer
networks with transient crosslinks [185, 186, 103]. The resulting equations are often only accurate for
sufficiently simple systems and are not precise enough for industrial or commercial application. Compu-
tational methods and protocols provide an opportunity to obtain approximate constitutive laws from the
microscale details of complex matter and biological materials beyond the methods of kinetic theory and
polymer dynamics.
1.2: MECHANICS IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
The need to develop constitutive relations for biological materials has become apparent in recent years as
researchers have uncovered the importance of mechanical stimuli in physiological function [170, 49, 145, 4,
64]. It has been found that cells detect the the stiffness of their microenvironment which can in turn influence
cellular responses such the maintenance of cell shape [173, 163] and the differentiation of stem cells during
development [161, 27, 24]. Further, cells are able to initiate and sustain directed locomotion, a phenomenon
known as cell motility. To induce motility, cells must generate internal mechanical forces to push their
membranes forward while pulling the trailing cell body from the rear. Cell motility plays an important
role in the immune system, during embryonic development, and during wound healing [5, 51, 16, 80].
Pathological cell motility is observed during metastasis, when cancerous cells leave their tissue or origin to
spread throughout the body [193, 146]. Accurate constitutive models of the cell as a bulk material can help
investigators understand how stress and strain distribution within the cell and its microenvironment influence
these processes.
The mechanosensitive behavior or biological cells has also been noted by biomedical engineers [64]. In
the field of tissue engineering, researchers attempting to culture and grow synthetic tissues and organs in
vitro for the purpose of medical replacement and regeneration of tissue pathologies must design artificial
scaffolds to grow tissue cultures. Scaffold design must properly account for both chemical composition and
mechanical properties to facilitate proper development and differentiation of stem cells into proper cell types
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for the desired tissue. Constitutive relations for biopolymer systems such as those found within cells and
their microenvironments can aid computational design and testing of tissue culture/engineering protocols.
Figure 1.1: Microstructure of actin network. Monomers polymerize into filaments which form networks by
crosslinkers. Biochemical processes contribute to active forces such as force transduction of myosin motors
and (de)polymerization of actin filaments.
The development of mechanical descriptions of biological cells originates with the Newtonian liquid
drop model constructed to describe micropipette aspiration experiments for leukocytes [42, 77]. A cell in the
liquid drop model is represented with the cytoplasm as a Newtonian fluid bound by an elastic membrane.
Using this model, equations for the membraned tension and the protrusion length into a pipette can be
used to measure physical parameters describing the mechanical character of cells based on micropipette
aspiration experiments. This simplified mechanical model of cells has been extended to include the nucleus
in a compound liquid drop model [32, 77], in which the nucleus is modeled as a Newtonian liquid drop
with a stiffer elastic membrane and more viscous fluid interior suspended within the cytoplasm bound by
the cell membrane. The Newtonian liquid drop model has been refined to capture the viscoelasticity of the
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cytoplasm in the Maxwell liquid drop model [33, 32, 31] and non-Newtonian behavior of the cytoplasm with
a shear-thinning fluid bound by an elastic membrane [181].
While these models were essential first attempts to mathematically formalize cell mechanics, it was found
that they failed to reproduce key phases of deformation observed during micropipette aspiration experiments
such as the rapid entry into the pipette or the passive recovery phase after removal of the pipette and suction.
Moreover, the models did not generalize to other cell types beyond white and red blood cells e.g. endothelial
cells and chondrocytes tended to behave as solids [177]. Several homogeneous solid models have been
proposed for such cell types including linear elastic, linear viscoelastic, and nonlinear elastic models for
large solid deformation which are reviewed in [111] and [59]. These continuum models’ failure to capture all
aspects of observed mechanical behavior of cells suggested the need for cell mechanics models to account for
cellular substructure and the molecular microstructure contributing the cells’ mechanical behavior.
In every instance of mechanically driven biological behavior, mechanical forces must be transduced
from the microenvironment to the interior of the cell or must be transmitted to the microenvironment
from the cell. The primary cellular subsystem contributing to a cell’s mechanical structure and function
is the cytoskeleton. The cytoskeleton is a protein polymer network with three primary constituents: actin
filaments, microtubules, and intermediate filaments [118]. Under biochemical regulation, each constituent
can dynamically polymerize into long, stiff filaments which in turn can be assembled into higher-order
structures on the order of the size of a cell [8, 155]. Regulation of the assembly and disassembly of
cytoskeletal structures is achieved by biochemical signaling networks such as RhoGTPases as well as a
variety of accessory proteins. These accessory proteins can perform a variety of functions. In the case of
actin, profilins facilitate thermodynamically unfavorable nucleation of actin filaments; formins promote
processive elongation of actin filaments; ADF/cofilin initiate rapid disassembly of actin filament networks by
catalyzing filament severing. Of interest to the mechanics of cytoskeletal structures are crosslinking proteins
and molecular motors. Different species of crosslinkers may promote filament bundling or the formation of
isotropic networks which can alter the bulk mechanical properties of the cytoskeleton. Molecular motors can
move processively along filaments, transporting cargo or rearranging filaments orientations within the cell.
Further, motors allow cells to generate active forces and internal stresses crucial to cells ability to exhibit
phenomena like motility.
Actin is the most abundant cytoskeletal protein in eukaryotic cells. Actin filaments have an elastic
response to mechanical bending but are flexible enough to exhibit bending modes due to thermal fluctuations
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in the cytoplasm [8, 155]. Structurally, actin filaments are composed of globular protein monomers known
as G-actin, which polymerize in helical, linear chains into filaments. The filaments are polar in that they
have a distinct orientation possessing a plus- and minus-end. This structural polarity allows for processive
action by molecular motors such as myosin II that allows cells to generate internal stresses and contraction
to pull the cell body forward during cell migration and allows for muscle cell contraction in sarcomeres.
Actin filament polarity also creates differential polymerization and elongation rates between the two filament
ends. Polymerization rates are also dependent on chemical activity, as actin monomers are able to hydrolyze
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the energy currency of biological cells. Depending on the progression of
ATP-hydrolysis in the actin monomers, rates of polymerization and depolymerization between the plus and
minus ends of actin filaments can differ greatly. This structural and kinetic polarity allows for directed
filament growth in cell physiology as seen in cell motility on 2D substrates in which actin generates protrusive
forces at the front of a motile cell to push the cell’s leading edge forward.
The actin cytoskeleton exhibits a large degree of structural flexibility. Depending on the types and
concentrations of actin binding proteins (ABPs), actin filaments may form 3D crosslinked networks and gels;
2D isotropic meshes as seen in the actin cortex; 2D branched networks as seen in the lamellipod; parallel
bundles of filaments such as filopodia; or antiparallel filament bundles such as stress fibers seen connecting
intermembrane adhesions along the intracellular surface of the plasma membrane. The varying geometry
and structure of each actin network morphology determines distinct mechanical properties which can be
further altered by filament density, the relative ratio of crosslinking proteins, or the presence of active motors
[49, 170, 158, 148].
Researchers have probed the mechanical behavior of reconstituted actin networks in the laboratory.
Increasing concentrations of static crosslinking molecules have been found to increase network stiffness
and elasticity [55]. Actin networks have been shown to exhibit nonlinear elastic behavior such as strain-
and stress-stiffening [53, 54, 41] followed by softening regimes at very large strains. The strain-stiffening
response is thought to be due to the alignment of actin filaments along the direction of strain at which point
the filaments strong resistance to stretching and extension act in parallel, dramatically increasing the overall
network stiffness. The softening response at very large strains is hypothesized to be due to force-dependent
unbinding of crosslinking molecules. Rheological studies of cross-linked actin networks have found that
networks conform to a power-law frequency dependence in their viscoelastic response [43, 45, 54, 53]
which depends on crosslinker binding kinetics [187, 190, 110, 109]. These results from the cell mechanics
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literature serve as important measures of verification and validation of multiscale modeling and computational
homogenization.
1.3: MATHEMATICAL MODELING IN CELL MECHANICS
A central problem in biology is understanding how basic mechanisms at the scales of biomolecules
determine phenomena and mechanisms at the higher scales of cells, tissues, and organisms. Regarding cell
mechanics and motility, we often want to model the plethora of regulatory and cooperative interactions
between actin and ABPs and how they give rise to functional cytoskeletal structures and processes, but we
also want to model how whole cells move as single unit with particular mechanical properties. We review
cell mechanics models at the atomistic and mesoscale in section 1.3.1 and examine a sample of macroscopic
continuum models of the cell and the cytoskeleton in section 1.3.2. Work on multiscale models is discussed
in section 1.3.3.
Elements of each modeling framework will play a role in the chapters that follow. In particular atomistic
and mesoscale models from 1.3.1 will inform the construction of a microscale model of the actin cytoskeleton
in chapter 3; continuum models of cell mechanics will be developed in chapters 3 and 4 similar to those
reviewed in 1.3.2; finally, the development of said continuum models based on data from the aforementioned
microscale model can be considered a contribution to the lineage of multiscale modeling studies outlined in
1.3.3.
1.3.1 Discrete models of the cytoskeleton: molecular dynamics and discrete filament net-
works
Reductionist approaches to modeling the cytoskeleton include describing the trajectories and momenta
of all atoms according to Newton’s laws, a modeling framework referred to as molecular dynamics (MD)
in which the motions of all atoms are resolved according to Newton’s laws and are subject to pairwise
electric potential interactions predominating at atomic scales. However, while these microscale models
allow researchers to account for detailed molecular structures and biochemical mechanisms, they come
with great computational cost. Tracking the degrees of freedom and pair interactions between a system of
approximately 106 atoms and molecules limits the size and duration of these simulations even with powerful
computing resources. As discussed below, successive coarse-graining and homogenization allows researchers
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to compromise between physiochemical fidelity in their models and capturing higher-order dynamics and
structures that arise from the biochemistry of the system .
Molecular dynamics models try to capture the mechanics of single macromolecules or small populations
of macromolecules, for example modeling short segments of F-actin filaments with their fully resolved
atomic structures to investigate a filament’s longitudinal and torsional stiffness [168, 126]. One can port this
mathematical framework of n-body systems subject to interaction potentials to more coarse-grained models
where groups of atoms such as protein domains are treated as single particles so their motions can be modeled
by a Brownian dynamics (BD) framework. In this regime, microhydrodynamics can be introduced to account
for particle-solvent interactions instead of explicitly modeling discrete water molecules. Such models have
been used to investigate the interplay between F-actin polymerization and mechanical forces within the cell
[149, 88, 87]. This reduces computational load by reducing the numbers of degrees of freedom allowing for
the practical simulation of actin filament networks and their interactions with myosin motors, crosslinking
molecules, and other ABPs [172, 140, 50, 169, 58]. In this framework, actin filaments are considered to
be semiflexible, modeled as bead-spring chains with a specified bending potential. Using this approach,
researchers have investigated aspects of actomyosin contraction in the cytokinetic ring [140], the role of actin
in yeast fission [172], and have verified with experiment how filament rigidity and connectivity affect the
deformation modes and contractility of networks [169].
Recently, Gong et al. performed a thorough computational study of the mechanical properties of
cross-linked, bead-spring polymer networks as a model of actin networks [58]. They studied the effects of
molecular motors and dynamic crosslinkers on strain-stiffening behavior and stress relaxation for cross-linked,
motor-driven networks under shear. Further, they examined how motor activity can lead to superdiffusivity in
active biopolymer networks.
Models of the cytoskeleton and cytoskeletal processes at the microscale can be further homogenized
gaining analytical tractability and straightforward numerical implementation. A time-honored approach
to modeling chemical phenomena with discrete molecules randomly jostled by thermal motions is to treat
them in terms of probability distributions or smooth concentrations over a domain. Early efforts included
those by Peskin et al. [149], Mogilner et al. [132, 133], and Maly and Borisy [123]. Cyron et al. have
developed models with a more limited homogenized aspect [25, 26]: the researchers studied the effect of
crosslinking proteins and external forces on the morphologies of filament networks capturing aspects like
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Figure 1.2: Diagram of microscopic models of actin filaments. Monomers constitute filaments and correspond
to single beads in bead-spring models equipped with conservative potentials such as harmonic bond potentials
and angle potentials to maintain filament (red) and crosslink (green) structure.
filament bundling and cortical architecture. However, while they retained a BD framework for diffusing
crosslinks, they modeled filaments as semiflexible continuum beam elements.
The Kamm group has conducted similar studies simulating crosslinked semiflexible polymer networks
homogenized from bead-spring chains to rod-like continua investigating the viscoelastic properties of such
semiflexible polymer networks [94, 95, 10, 122]. Their initial model in [94] was a semiflexible, bead-spring
polymer chain in a Brownian dynamics framework incorporating a parametrized geometry for crosslinking
beads. Crosslinkers could vary in their size or diameter, their torsional stiffness for the dihedral angle formed
by the linked filaments, the equilibrium position of said dihedral angle, and the angle at which they bonded
to filaments. They primarily investigated the effect of “bundling” crosslinkers versus “angled” crosslinkers
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on network morphology such as connectivity, filament length distribution, and pore size distribution. They
extended this model in [95] to investigate effects on the viscoelastic properties of the filament network. Due
to the different crosslinkers, the variable levels of network prestrain, and the levels of extensional and bending
stiffness in both the filaments and crosslinkers.
The group used this model to investigate the factors influencing analogs of cellular function in the model.
For instance, in [10] Borau et al. incorporated active motor mechanisms as well crosslinker and motor binding
and unbinding effects to numerically investigate mechanisms of mechanosensing in actomyosin networks that
allow cells to probe substrate rigidity. Additionally, in [93], Kim et al. probed how dynamics of cross-linkers
affected viscoelastic phenomena such as strain-stiffening and stress-relaxation. Kim independently used
the same modeling framework to study the kinetics of actin filaments, myosin motors, and crosslinkers in
contractile actin bundles [92].
Lykov et al. adapted the structure of the Kamm model to study red blood cell deformation under
micropipette aspiration [76] in a dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) framework [150, 120]. The nuclear
and plasma membrane were modeled as elastic sheets of DPD particles with the interstitial space filled with
crosslinked, filamentous cytoskeleton. The model was calibrated using experimental data and further used to
investigate how varying the mechanics of subcellular components influenced the bulk viscoelastic response
of cells.
Numerical studies of semiflexible polymer networks generally are largely inspired by actin networks
and the cytoskeleton, and are reviewed thoroughly in [14] and [128]. Theoretical analysis of such models
has predicted the observed nonlinear elastic responses observed in actin networks [194, 68] and captured the
dependence of stiffness on crosslinker concentration [121, 67]. These models have been used to investigate
how the elastic response of networks is driven by filament bending and stretching as well as the nature of the
nonaffine response of networks [83, 82, 81, 15].
1.3.2 Continuum models of the cytoskeleton
Models of the entire cell draw heavily from continuum mechanics to model cells as bulk materials with
specified mechanical properties. These models range from analytically tractable, one dimensional models
[134, 61, 105, 23] to more advanced, computationally focused three dimensional models [72, 71, 70, 3, 28, 18],
but they all employ well-known methods of solving partial differential equations (PDEs). Macroscopic
models can directly explore how specified constitutive stress-strain relationships affect cell shape and the
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distribution of stress and strain fields across the cell body. Their parameters have clear physical interpretations
that are experimentally measurable allowing them to calibrated to estimates in the literature. Further, they
can incorporate the effects of cell signaling and regulatory systems on global properties of cell motility like
direction, speed, cell shape, and cytoskeletal activity and mechanics.
Standard numerical methods for solving partial differential equations are used to simulate the mechanics
of the cell over its domain. These include the finite difference method (FDM), the finite element method
(FEM), and the finite volume method (FVM). FEM is drawn upon heavily in the literature for two- and three-
dimensional models to handle the irregular, changing geometry of the cell body [91, 44, 162, 205, 18, 71].
Continuous 1D models of cell motility have sought to study the how actomyosin contractility determines
the speed and length of the cell body along the direction of motion. For example, Gracheva and Othmer
developed a viscoelastic model of a cell migrating along a surface with spatially varying elastic stiffness
and viscous drag [61]. The elastic stiffness was proportional to the local actin concentration and the drag
coefficient was proportional to the local integrin adhesion density between the cell and the substrate. A local
active stress contribution was assumed to be proportional to the population of active myosin motors bound to
actin filaments. Kinetics of myosin binding and activation as well as adhesion formation were assumed to be
fast so that they maintained as steady distribution along the cell body. Larripa and Mogilner studied the steady
state behavior of a similar model [105]. The same constitutive structure was given with the modification
that viscous drag was proportional to actin concentration rather than adhesions. Further, they modeled the
evolution of actin and myosin concentrations in the cell body with conservation laws, their flux velocity
equal to the local displacement velocity as well as mass action kinetics governing actin depolymerization and
myosin binding and unbinding to actin filaments.
Two-phase flow models attempt to model the cell as an interpenetrating viscous fluid and cytoskeletal
gel with prescribed volume fractions [3]. The phases interact via a drag term as they flow past each other
and are interconverted to simulate polymerization and depolymerization of the cytoskeleton. The model has
been employed to study the mechanics of neutrophil phagocytosis [70] as well as successfully recapitulating
the migrating morphologies of fibroblasts and fish keratocytes [71]. A more recent model of amoeboid cell
motility modeled the cell as a hyperelastic plasma membrane enclosing a Newtonian fluid [18, 19]. Reaction
diffusion equations governed biochemically generated active stresses deforming the plasma membrane. The
virtual cell was able to swim through a fluid environment.
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Figure 1.3: Finite element simulation of two-phase flow model capturing morphology of a migrating fibroblast
from [71]. Top row displays cell at 320 s, bottom at 385 s. Left figures show the cytoskeletal volume fraction
on ventral surface while right figures show the 3D mesh.
Continuum viscoelastic models in 2D of the cytoskeleton have been developed to study cytoskeletal
inelasticity and rheological phenomena. Kim et al. developed a viscoelastic model of the cell that coupled
cytoskeletal growth and protrusion to local stresses, studying protrusion dynamics at the leading edge of a 2D
cell [91]. Zhou et al. developed a viscoelastic model based on power law rheology, i.e. where the relaxation
function G(t) ∼ t−α to study creep and relaxation of cells in micropipette aspiration [206]. Fallqvist et
al. derived a hyperelastic constitutive law from consideration of individual filament deformations with
a phenomenological, linear viscoelastic modification to study hysteresis and strain energy dissipation of
viscoelastic biopolymer networks [44].
1.3.3 Multiscale modeling of the cytoskeleton
With modern computational resources, multiscale modeling efforts have been directed towards biological
systems [179, 165, 188]. Applications of multiscale modeling methodologies in mechanobiology and cell
mechanics are largely hierarchical in that results at smaller scales are incorporated into parameters and
equations at larger scales.
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Coarse-graining methods have been used to reduce the degrees of freedom in classical MD simulations
yielding cgMD models allow researchers to access higher spatiotemporal scales in molecular systems
[165, 196]. Coarse-graining methods are theoretically grounded in statistical mechanics. Mappings of groups
of atoms from the full MD model to CG particles are determined with constraints so that the effective CG
potential energy function or force field is the ensemble average of the mapping operators against the full MD
potential energy or force field [142, 165]. Deriu et al. used such an approach to derive CG actin filament as
an elastic network of coarse-grained particles [29]. CG particle mappings were determined by the structure
of actin monomer subdomains and subsequent harmonic bonds in the CG network were determined by the
statistical mechanical CG-methods.
Multiscale approaches have been used to construct continuum constitutive laws by incorporating mi-
crostructural features into the analytical derivation. Unterberger and Holzapfel developed a viscoelastic
continuum model of actin networks using the finite element method [183]. They develop a constitutive
relation for their model by incorporating the strain energy increase due to the stretching of an extensible
semiflexible filament model. Linear viscoelastic effects are captured by including dissipative potentials whose
gradients beget viscous stress tensors as in chapter 6 of [79]. These viscous stress tensors evolve according to
differential equations analogous to 1D viscoelastic Maxwell elements in series. Viscous model parameters
are fitted against rheological experiments, and the model is used in virtual micropipette aspiration and virtual
indentation experiments.
Bidone and Kamm developed a hierarchical multiscale BD model of actin filament networks to study
the effects of cation and ATP binding on actin network mechanics [7]. Actin monomer configurations
from all-atom MD simulations in several combinations of cation- and nucleotide-binding states were used
as building blocks in all-atoms simulations of short segments of actin filaments. The carbon backbone
configurations of these filament segments were extracted to be used in a model of 150 nm actin filament
segments which were analyzed to extract bending and extensional stiffnesses for the BD crosslinked actin
network.
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of scale separation between biological systems and subsystems; from [196]
1.4: THESIS OUTLINE AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Developing and refining multiscale modeling frameworks is crucial to studying how observable behaviors
and properties of biological systems at physiological scales arise from the dynamical interactions of their
constituent molecular components. While work is being done in cell mechanics and mathematical biology
to construct useful models of biological materials that can complement experimental investigation, there
is little overlap between the cell mechanics community and the field of computational homogenization
of materials. In this work, an attempt is made to apply computational homogenization to cell mechanics
and cytoskeletal biology by developing a data-driven homogenization framework of biopolymer networks.
Leveraging computing power and data analysis, this approach has the capacity to incorporate the geometry
and topology of polymer network microstructure and the details of biochemical kinetics into the resulting
macroscale model. This thesis work shows that hyperelastic constitutive models of bulk cytoskeleton can be
derived from direct numerical simulation data of coarse-grained molecular dynamics (cgMD) models of actin
polymer networks by fitting parameters known constitutive forms or by training neural networks on said data.
Once developed, these constitutive laws for complex materials such as cytoskeletal networks may be used
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for numerical investigation and simulation of macroscale phenomena. In the case of cytoskeletal networks,
these include micropipette aspiration, cell motility, and other cell and tissue-level mechanical phenomena of
physiological and biomedical interest.
Figure 1.5: Pipeline of constitutive law eduction from detailed microscopic simulations; adapted from [138]
The outline of the thesis is as follows: chapter 2 provides a theoretical background for the work, reviewing
the theory of large deformation solid mechanics and hyperelasticity and elaborating on the theory for CH.
Chapter 3 details the microscale polymer and simulations. Bead-spring models of semiflexible filament
networks are implemented in molecular dynamics software and are subjected imposed deformations. The
deformation regimes mimic parallel plate microrheology including both oscillatory shear and oscillatory
uniaxial extension and compression. Levels of strain vary from 1% to 40% across 10 randomly generated
isotropic network topologies to build a database of network deformations. Networks are deformed quasi-
statically in that the particle positions are minimized with respect to potential energy after successively
imposed deformation steps. The system is thus athermal, including no stochastic effects to model thermal
excitation. This approach is validated in chapter 3 by comparing the trajectory of particles in the network in
over a period of 1 ms of deformation in both oscillatory shear and compression for a fully thermal Langevin
simulation and the quasi-static method used in this work. The computation of continuum field variables - e.g.
the deformation gradient, strain energy, and stress tensors - from the microscale simulations is described.
These data are fitted to hyperelastic continuum models expressing the strain energy as functions of invariants
of the strain tensor. The hyperelastic constitutive law to which the data is fitted is linear in the fitted coefficients
allowing the application of a least squares fitting procedure. The fitted models are then used to simulate
the deformation of red blood cells in Poiseuille flow. Additionally, a paradigm for simulating micropipette
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aspiration using the finite volume method is proposed. using a finite volume framework. Chapter 4 employs
deep neural networks (DNNs) to derive constitutive relation unconstrained by analytical or phenomenological
structure in presupposed equations. The neural networks are trained on strain energy data from the microscale
bead spring polymer networks such that the strain energy is learned as a function of either the raw deformation
field or the strain invariants. The accuracy and potential value of the strain energy DNNs use in continuum
simulations is discussed. Chapter 5 provides conclusions and discussion on the results obtained in this work
as well as possible future research directions of research.
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1: CONTINUUM MECHANICS
2.1.1 Kinematics and Stress at Finite Strains
We review the rudiments of solid mechanics at finite strains. Treatments of this material can be found in
standard texts such as [79], [21], and [9]. Suppose we have a continuum body modeled initially as a closed,
bounded, and connected subset Ω0 of R3. We wish to describe its motion over some time, and denote the
evolution of points a ∈ Ω0 to some point x ∈ Ωt at time t by,
x = x(a, t) = φ(a, t)
where we maintain that the deformation map φ : Ω0 × [0,∞)→ R3 is a one-to-one and smooth allowing us
to characterize its inverse map φ−1 and its derivatives.
One could expect a number of kinds of deformations, φ. The most familiar and simple to envision are
rigid body motions, combinations of rotations and translations:
φ(X, t) = c(t) + R(t)a
where c : [0,∞) → R3 is some parametrized trajectory through R3, and R : [0,∞) → SO(3) is an
orthogonal matrix for all time t. Such motions of continuum bodies are important, but the goal of continuum
mechanics is to characterize the physical aspects of motions that cause local deformations or strains within
the continuum material. Effectively, we want to understand if and how φ affects infinitesimal distances
between points in the continuum:
dx = φ(a+ da, t)− φ(a, t).
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Such changes are characterized by the best linear approximation to a smooth function such as φ, its derivative











The equation for the deformation gradient has been expressed in both tensorial and indicial notation. Indicial
notation will be used frequently throughout this work, so it is briefly reviewed here. Vectors, tensors and their
various products can be expressed as formulae of their components’ indices. In general, the ith element of a
vector b and the ijth element of a 2-tensor A can be written as bi and Aij respectively. Similarly, elements
of a 4-tensor A can be written Aijkl. The power of indicial notation is in expressing products of the these
objects using the index summation convention. Repeated indices in a product of elements indicate a sum over
those dimensions of the vector or tensor. For instance, the tensor-vector product c = Ab is written,




We note the Levi-Civita alternating 3-tensor, εijk defined as follows:
εijk =

1 i, j, k a cyclic permutation of 1,2,3
−1 i, j, k a cyclic permutation of 1,3,2
0 if i = j, j = k, or i = k
(2.2)
The tensor is commonly used to express cross products in indicial notation:
c = a× b, ci = εijkajbk (2.3)
Finally, for completeness we remark that derivatives with respect to a component are often expressed with
indices after commas. For instance, the Jacobian of a vector field, say the deformation φ of a continuum








Further examples are found in the appendix, A.1.
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We return to the discussion of continuum kinematics. In (2.1) the operator∇0 denotes the gradient with
respect to the coordinates of the material points, a ∈ Ω0. This brings us to the distinction between material
and spatial reference frames, or the Lagrangian and Eulerian reference frames respectively. The material
or Lagrangian coordinate system tracks the effects of the deformation map on the initial configuration of
material points within the body, Ω0, while the spatial or Eulerian coordinates track the motion through fixed
points in space without reference to the original configuration of points within the continuum body. We
Figure 2.1: Illustration relationship between Lagrangian/material and Eulerian/spatial coordinates under a
deformation φ
translate between the two coordinate systems by way of the deformation φ, recalling that
x = φ(a, t),
in other words, φ tells us the spatial coordinate x of the material point a at t. Similarly we observe φ−1 can
tell us the Lagrangian identity of a point x in the Eulerian frame at t,
a = a(x, t) = φ−1(x, t)
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The spatial coordinate system is useful in the framework of fluid mechanics where one often investigates flow
fields, streamlines, and heat and mass transport in some externally imposed geometry. However material
coordinates are the standard working coordinate system in solid mechanics where one typically studies finite
deformations of continuum bodies under external loads and the corresponding propagation of stress and strain
through a material. As stated above, we will focus on the solid mechanics development in this work.
We may also wish to study the local displacement of points within a material body, u, which is simply
given by the difference between a material point’s current position under the deformation and its reference
position,
u(a, t) = x− a = φ(a, t)− a
The material gradient of the displacement is then,
∇0u = F− I,
∂ui
∂aj
= Fij − δij
where I is the identity matrix, δij is the Kronecker delta, i.e.
δij =
 1, i = j0, i 6= j
This allows us to express the deformation gradient in terms of the displacement,




To characterize how a deformation φ affects changes in length and angles between infinitesimal vectors dx1
and dx2 in spatial coordinates from their corresponding infinitesimals da1 and da2 in material coordinates,
we want to characterize the difference in their scalar products,
1
2
(dx1 · dx2 − da1 · da2) = daT1 Eda2
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Where E is some linear map representing a weighted inner product in the Lagrangian reference frame. Since
the deformation gradient F gives the best linear approximation of φ over the material coordinates, we know,
dxi = φ(a+ da, t)− φ(a, t) = Fdai + o(‖dai‖2)
So we can write, for infinitesimally small dai,
dxi = Fdai
Then our scalar product reveals the following:
dx1 · dx2 − da1 · da2 = dxT1 dx2 − daT1 da2
daT1 F








TF− I)da2 = daT1 Eda2
where we see that E = 12(F
TF− I). We call E the Green-Lagrange strain. The quantity FTF has special
relevance as well as a measure of deformation. We denote the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor by,
C = FTF
This measure of deformation is objective or frame-invariant, that is to say it is invariant under rigid body
transformations of the coordinate system. Observers in the material coordinate system will observe C to have
the same value if measuring it from different vantage points. This is a desirable property for quantities we
wish to study in arbitrary reference frames. We note that E is also objective, inheriting its objectivity from C.
Notions of strain and deformation are essential if we wish to convert equations of motion between spatial
and material coordinate systems. This is often done in integral form, so notions of changing distortion of
volumes and areas by the deformation map φ must be quantified in order to change coordinate systems within
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the integrals. Consider a volume element, dv in spatial coordinates:
dv = dx1 · (dx2 × dx3)
= Fda1 · (Fda2 × Fda3)
= detFda1 · (da2 × da3)
= detFdV
= JdV
where J = detF. We see that the determinant of the deformation gradient characterizes the relative changes
in volume between material volume elements dV and their deformed counterparts dv. So we can say that
volume preserving or isochoric deformations are such that J = 1, i.e. dv = dV .
A similar analysis can be done for area elements between the deformed and undeformed surfaces, Γ and
Γ0 within the continuum body including the boundary ∂Ω and ∂Ω0. For some area element nds in the spatial
coordinate system. We must relate it to its material counterpartNdS by some transformation. We follow the
method approach in Bonet by considering infinitesimal volume elements again, dv and dV .
We characterize a spatial volume element as some area element da = nds extended through some
length, dl,
dv = dl · da
Similarly for a material volume element and dA = NdS,
dV = dL · dA
We call on the facts that dv = JdV and dl = FdL to find,
dv = dl · da = JdL · dA = JdV




so FTda = JdA, and therefore,
nds = JF−TNdS (2.5)
We will care about how these quantities evolve in time. The velocity and acceleration of deformation in
material coordinates are given by,
dφ
dt = φ̇ = ẋ(a, t) =
∂x
∂t = v(a, t)
d2φ
dt2




The expressions are slightly more involved if we are working in spatial coordinates. Taking the total time
derivative of a field q as a function of spatial coordinates involves an application of the chain rule:
d
dt











+ v · ∇q (2.6)
where we have used ∇ to denote the gradient operator in spatial coordinates. The operator on the right hand
side of (2.6) is often referred to as the material derivative or convected time derivative and is denoted by,






+ v · ∇q (2.7)
We will see this operator applied to a material’s mass density later in this section. We note that this applies
just as well to velocity in the Eulerian frame as well,






+ v · ∇v (2.8)
This gives rise to the quadratic nonlinearity seen in the inertial term of the Navier-Stokes equations for fluid
dynamics.
Supposing we are working in the Lagrangian frame of material coordinate system, we note two important
quantities, the time derivative of the deformation gradient and its determinant, J :

















































= J(∇ · v)
The derivation for ∂J∂F can be found in the texts referenced at the beginning of this section. These quantities
will be of use in deriving the equations of motion below.
Stress is defined physically as the force at any interfacial surface through the continuum body. If Γ ⊂ Ω
with some orientation prescribed by a normal vector n(x) at all points x ∈ Γ, the stress σ(x) is a local
tensor whose product with the oriented normal n(x) gives the traction force t at that point in Γ.
t = σ · n (2.9)
This operator σ is called the Cauchy stress tensor. It is shown in the appendix section (A.2) that by
conservation of angular momentum, σ is symmetric,
σ = σT (2.10)
In the context of solid mechanics, it is more convenient to work in Lagrangian coordinates, so the Cauchy
stress must be replaced by some equivalent stress measure in material coordinates. If we take the total
traction force over a surface Γ by integration and change variables to the material coordinate system for the













We have made the identification P = JσF−T denoting the new stress measure in the Lagrangian frame. P
is known as the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress (PK1 stress).
P = JσF−T (2.11)
As the name suggests, there is a second Piola-Kirchhoff stress (PK2 stress) denoted by S. The need for a
second stress is due to the fact that P is not a proper tensor as it is not frame-invariant. This is remedied by
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left multiplying P by F−1 to arrive at S:
S = F−1P = JF−1σF−T (2.12)
Balance principles give rise to the equations of motion through a continuum. Their derivation is found in
the appendix, section (A.2). For the sake of brevity, we state them here in both Lagrangian and Eulerian
coordinate frames:
ρv̇ = ∇ · σ + b
ρv̇(a, t) = ∇0 ·P + b(a, t)
(2.13)
2.1.2 Hyperelasticity
Elastic materials undergo thermodynamically reversible deformations. Under the assumptions of elas-
ticity, materials traversing a closed path in deformation space (i.e. deformations that return to the initial
configuration at a later time t) experience no dissipation or loss of internal energy due to sources of inter-
nal friction. In other words, state functions of elastic deformations path-independent. Models for large
deformation elasticity are developed through the theory of hyperelastic materials.
Hyperelastic materials posit the existence of a free energy function known as the strain energy, Ψ. Strain
energy functions account for accumulated potential energy due to work done by a deformation on continuum
body Ω. In material/Lagrangian coordinates, the strain energy can be written by the product of the PK1 stress




P(a, τ) : Ḟ(a, τ)dτ (2.14)
By the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, it is clear that Ψ̇ = P : Ḟ, and deriving the strain power Ψ̇ by
applying the chain rule reveals the hyperelastic constitutive law:
Ψ̇(F) = ∂Ψ∂F : Ḟ⇒
∂Ψ
∂F = P






Similar relations can be derived for PK2 stress S and its conjugate strain measures such as C and E:
S = ∂Ψ∂E , Sij =
∂Ψ
∂Eij




If the material is isotropic, Ψ can be parametrized by the mathematical invariants of the strain tensors, e.g.







IIIC = detC = J
2
(2.18)
A derivation of the equations of motion for hyperelastic materials in the framework of Lagrangian mechanics
is presented in the appendix, B.
2.2: HOMOGENIZATION
This section reviews the rudiments of the computational homogenization framework. While homoge-
neous, isotropic materials are modeled well by standard constitutive relations, deriving exact constitutive laws
for materials possessing heterogeneous microstructures and complicated geometries is analytically intractable.
To model such materials at macroscopic scales for applications, researchers have attempted to derive effective
constitutive laws by mathematical and computational means.
If one observes a separation between the spatial scales of the resolved microstructural heterogeneity, `m
and that of the desired macroscopic model, `M , applying a homogenization or averaging procedure may be
an effective way to attain a microstructurally informed constitutive law.




Linear homogenization theory seeks effective macroscale equations based on averaging a perturbation
expansion of the the field variable over a microscale variation. A field variable u : R3 × [0,∞) → R3 is
determined by some differential operator with some constitutive tensor, K : R3 → R3×3 where K depends
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on both a slow-varying macroscale variable, x, and a fast-varying microscale variable, y = x/ε, ε  1.












Letting y = x/ε, (2.19) can be rewritten,
∇ · (K(x,y)∇u) = f(x) (2.20)











Expressing the gradient operator in terms of the macroscale and microscale variables, one can write,























one collects equations on powers of ε according the perturbation expansion. For example,
O(ε−2) :∇y · (K∇yu0) = 0
O(ε−1) :∇y · (K∇yu1 + K∇xu0) +∇x · (K∇yu0) = 0
O(1) :∇y · (K∇yu2 + K∇xu1) +∇x · (K∇yu1 + K∇xu0) = f(x)
Analysis of these perturbation problems extract conditions on the uk terms to arrive at an effective macroscale
equation for u0 at O(1). Often, the perturbation expansion uk and K are assumed to be periodic over the
microscale over some cell domain, Ωp, i.e. K(x,y) = K(x,y + yp). This allows an effective tensor K to
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to be used in the effective homogenized equation derived by analysis of the perturbation problem,
∇ · (K∇u0) = f(x) (2.25)
The exact expression for K includes averages over solutions to the so-called “cell problem” arising from the
general solutions to terms in the perturbation expansion of u. Further details on the theory of homogenization
and its methods can be found in [127], [62], and chapter 5 of [78]. The utility of this method is the derivation
of the tensor K dependent only on the macroscale variable allowing a first order, approximate solution to the
perturbation expansion of the problem.
Some work has been done to extend the application of asymptotic methods and perturbation expansions
to nonlinear material behavior at finite strain [47, 101, 124, 197, 48]. However, its utility is often limited to
systems with simple, periodic microstructures with regular, geometrically simple inclusions of heterogeneous
phases. Mathematical analysis of nonlinear systems with more complex microscale structure is still impracti-
cal. Consequently, homogenization methods have been adapted and extended to practical applications by
means of numerical and computational approaches.
2.2.1 Computational Homogenization
The theory of computational homogenization is presented. Crucially, a separation of scales is assumed.
The scale of microscopic fluctuations is denoted by `µ; microscopic field variables are denoted by the
subscript m, and their length scales are on the order of `m, the size of the representative volume element
(RVE) or representative unit cell (RUC) over which the microscale problem is solved. The macroscopic field
variables are denoted by the subscript M , and are measured on a scale `M . The scale separation assumed is,
`µ < `m  `M (2.26)
This scale separation assumes fluctuations at the microscale are contained within the scope of the microscale
problem which is asymptotically smaller than the macroscale behavior. The familiar macroscopic deformation
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gradient and PK1 stress appear once again with the difference being that constitutive closure for PM is








= ∇M ·PM + bM (2.28)
(2.29)
Scale separation implies that macroscale temporal fluctuations are instantly accommodated at the
microscale. This allows the microscale problem to be solved quasi-statically or to be assumed stationary:
∇m ·Pm = 0 (2.30)
Assume the microscale displacements are a superposition of infinitesimal macroscale displacements and a
microscopic fluctuation field ym, where ‖ym‖ ∼ `µ:
δum = FMδam + ym (2.31)
The microscale deformation gradient Fm is then given by,
Fm = FM +∇mym
Scale transition relations are enforced to ensure consistency of the averaging procedure. The first scale








where Vm = vol(Ωm) is the volume of the RVE/RUC in material coordinates. This constrains possible mi-





























ym · nmdSm = 0
The requirement that the total flux of microscale fluctuations across the boundary Γm of the RVE/RUC be
zero permits the following boundary conditions for the microscale problem:
1. fully prescribed - assume that the fluctuation field is zero on the boundary, i.e ym(am) = 0 for all
am ∈ Γm
2. periodic - if at identified periodic boundaries, y+m = y
−
m, then opposing outward normals on the
boundaries, n+m = −n−m, will ensure the flux through the boundary is 0
3. minimally prescribed - assume ym ∈ Y0, where Y0 is a set of functions such that,
Y0 =
{
f : Ωm → R3 :
∫
Γm
f · nmdSm = 0, Γm = ∂Ωm
}
In this work, fully prescribed boundary conditions are assumed such that the microscale and macroscale
deformation gradients coincide at the boundaries.
The second scale transition relation is the Hill-Mandel lemma or macrohomogeneity condition [74],
which states that the volume averaged microscale work must be equal to the localized macroscale work
density. For any variations in deformation at either scale, δFM , δFm





Pm : δFmdVm (2.33)
Recall that the microscale gradient is given by δFm = ∇mδφm. By the chain rule, we have
Pm : ∇mδφm = ∇m · (PTmδφm)− (∇m ·Pm) · δφm
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By the stationarity of the microscale problem (2.30), the second term vanishes, and we have,
Pm : ∇mδφm = ∇m · (PTmδφm) (2.34)
Substituting (2.34) into (2.33), we proceed by applying the Gauss divergence theorem, lettingNm denote the
outward normal of microscale RVE/RUC and Tm the microscale traction.

















Tm · δφmdSm (2.37)
Recall that the microscale deformation is given by a superposition of the macroscale deformation and a
microscale fluctuation field:
δφm = δFMam + δym (2.38)
Substituting this expression in for the deformation variation,

















The microscale boundary conditions on the fluctuation field δym (fully prescribed, periodic, or minimally
prescribed) cause the second integral to vanish, leaving the following equation:




















(Tm ⊗ am)dSm (2.40)
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This relation is practical for implementation as it allows us to determine the macroscopic stress as the sum of
the tractions at boundary nodes of the microscale simulation. We proceed to derive the ultimate consequence



















∇m · (PTm ⊗ am)dVm
An application of the product rule to the integrand reveals,
∇m · (PTm ⊗ am) = (∇m ·Pm)⊗ am + Pm · (∇mam)T (2.41)
Once again, (2.30) causes the first term to vanish. In the second term, ∇mam is the identity. Thus the








CH theory will inform the setup of microscale simulations in section 3.1.1 and allow the extraction of
continuum stress estimates from the microscopic simulations of discrete polymer networks.
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CHAPTER 3: EXTRACTION OF STRAIN ENERGY FUNCTION: PARAMETER FITTING
In this chapter, we develop a microscopic model of a crosslinked actin network and perform simulations
in which the networks are subjected to imposed deformations. The simulation data is analyzed and processed
to extract time series of continuum mechanical field variables. These data are utilized to construct a
hyperelastic constitutive model for soft solids, and this model is used to simulate cell mechanics experiments
in a continuum mechanics framework including red blood cells (RBCs) in shear flow and an extension
to simulating micropipette aspiration is discussed. The details of the microscopic model and simulations
are described in section 3.1. In section 3.2, we discuss the extraction of continuum field variables from
the microscopic data and report the results of those computations. In section 3.3, we use our extracted
continuum data to construct and implement the continuum material model of the cytoskeleton, simulating a
cell deformation in shear flow and during micropipette aspiration. The formulation of the microscale model
follows models studied by Gong et al. [58] and Inoue et al [87].
3.1: MICROSCOPIC MODEL
Actin filaments are modeled in a coarse-grained molecular dynamics framework. Monomers are repre-
sented as rigid beads or particles and form filaments as linear chains of said beads connected by harmonic
bonds. The mechanical behavior of the system is governed by a potential U tot({r}) as a function of the
collective bead positions {r}. U tot is composed of a global pairwise interaction Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential
ULJ, harmonic bonds between beads connected along a filament backbone (U
f
bond) and between filament
crosslinks (U clbond), and triple-particle potentials to model resistance to filament bending (U
f
bend) and the
preferred orientation angle of crosslinks relative to the filament backbone (U clbend):










The LJ potential models excluded volume effects between pairs of beads parametrized by their pairwise












where σ defines the length scale of the simulation, set to the diameter of actin filaments and diameter of
beads in the simulation, 6 nm [37]. The LJ potential captures strong repulsive forces at close distances when
rij ∼ σ when molecular electronic orbitals interact, and weak, long range attractive forces due to Van der
Waals interactions. It has an energetic minimum at rij = 21/6σ with depth governed by the constant ε. The
coefficient ε sets energetic strength of the interaction which we choose as kBT = 4.14× 10−21 Joules, kB is
Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature assumed to be 300 Kelvin. We impose a numerical cutoff on the
LJ potential such that beyond a critical distance rcut, the potential is 0. At long distances, the strength of the
potential is so weak that it is effectively negligible.
ŨLJ(rij) =
 ULJ(rij)− ULJ(rcut) rij ≤ rcut0 rij > rcut (3.3)
The cutoff distance is set to 2.5σ. Within a filament, a bead is part of a linear chain of bonds approximated by




Kf (rij − σ)2. (3.4)
Kf is the effective spring constant modeling the strength of bonds between actin monomers in a filament. The
elastic modulus of filaments with respect to stiffness, has been found to be 34 pN/nm [113, 73]. Filaments in
the simulation are set to a length of 1 µm, or 167 springs consecutive springs. We can then compute Kf to
be 5,678 pN/nm per bond. Inter-filament crosslinks are also modeled as harmonic bonds. Crosslink bond




Kcl(rij − Lcleq)2. (3.5)
Beads are additionally subject to bending potentials within a filament. We choose a stiffness Kcl as 415
pN/nm and an equilibrium length Lcleq with a value of 3.33σ ∼ 20 nm, within the size range of known
crosslinkers [182, 153]. Crosslinkers are assumed to be stiffer than their observed values in the literature
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due to the fact that we will impose large strains on networks without the possibility of force-dependent
dissociation kinetics. Crosslinks are permanent in the microscopic model, and softer crosslink bonds would
exhibit unphysical deformations at high strains. This is prevented by increasing the spring stiffness of
crosslink bonds to 415 pN/nm.
For a given filament, index the beads’ positions from plus end to the minus end {ra}, a = 1, . . . , Nbf
where Nbf is the number of beads in the filament. Let a ∈ {2, . . . , Nbf − 1} Then we define bond vectors d1
and d2,
d1 = ra−1 − ra
d2 = ra+1 − ra
(3.6)











Kfθ (θa − π)
2 (3.8)
We note that the resulting force,






is zero unless a = i− 1, i, or i+ 1. Further algebraic details for computing the force F bend can be found in
Allen and Tildesley [2]. Semiflexible flexible are notable for having finite resistance to bending characterized
by the persistence length `p. The is persistence length is a length scale over which correlations between
tangent vectors along the filament backbone are correlated. It defines length scales over which polymers may
be treated as flexible, semiflexible, as rigid rods. For a given polymer of length L with intrinsic persistence
length `p, if L  `p the polymer may be considered floppy and flexible; if L ∼ `p, the polymer may be
modeled as semiflexible; if L  `p, the polymer may be treated as a rigid rod. Moreover, the theory of






where d is the diameter of the filament. In this model, d = σ, and the persistence length of actin filaments
has been found to be ∼ 10 µm [34, 113]. We choose `p = 12 µm as in [58], which gives a value of 8,284
pN·nm for Kfθ .
Crosslink bonds are also assumed to have a preferred orientation and thus a resistance to bending or
deflection relative to the filament backbone. This is modeled similarly by a harmonic angle potential with a
preferred orthogonal orientation relative to the filament backbone. Beads participating in a crosslink bonds
as well as its immediate neighbor beads along a filament are subjected to the following triple-potential to











Parameter Physical Value Nondimensionalized Value
energy scale, ε kBT = 4.14× 10−21 Joules 1.0
length scale, σ 6.0× 10−9 m 1.0
mass, m 6.9742× 10−23 kg 1.0
time scale, τ 7.786× 10−10 s 1.0
temperature, T 300 Kelvin 1.0
box dimension, W 1.2× 10−6 m 200
actin filament length, L 1.0× 10−6 m 166.67
actin filament bond stiffness, Kf 5678 pN·nm−1 49350.7
actin filament bond length, Lfeq 6.0× 10−9 m 1.0
actin concentration 500× 10−6 M 52104 beads
crosslinker bond stiffness, Kcl 415 pN·nm−1 3607
filament bending stiffness, Kfθ 8,283.89 pN·nm 2000
crosslinking bending stiffness, Kclθ 4,141.95 pN·nm 1000
crosslink bond length, Lcleq 19.98× 10−9 m 3.33
Table 3.1: Values of parameters for microscale simulations of actin network
Crosslinks are assumed to be more compliant than the filament backbone when bending with respect to
their equilibrium orientation, and Kclθ is set to 4,142 pN·nm.
3.1.1 Microscopic Simulation Setup and Boundary Conditions
The network is deformed quasi-statically, reaching intermittent equilibrium configurations under suc-
cessively imposed displacements at the boundary of the simulation box. A conjugate gradient minimization
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routine is performed to minimize the mechanical potential energy of the system. Let {r}kd denote the
collection of beads subject to imposed boundary displacements at time tk and {r}kb denote the remaining set
of free bead positions in the network at time tk such that all bead positions in the network at time tk can be
written, {r}k = ({r}kb , {r}kd). The potential U tot,k can be written,
U tot({r}k) = U tot({r}kb , {r}kd)
Let ud(t;a) be an imposed displacement profile on a particle along the simulation boundary at time t with









i ), ri ∈ {r}kd
Any positional dependence of the displacement profile is restricted to the initial positions of the beads, r0i .
Subsequently, the potential energy is minimized with respect to the free bead positions to find their positions
at the next time step.






We note that it is more common to use a Brownian dynamics or Langevin-type model with explicit terms to
model viscous dissipation due to drag and stochastic thermal forcing. This was found to be restrictive in with
respect to reaching biologically relevant timescales due to the stiffness the Langevin system. To practically
gather deformation data for multiple networks at scale, an elastic network model was used and the system
was evolved quasi-statically. We discuss the validity of this choice below in section 3.1.2.
Imposed displacements at the boundary in the current study were chosen to emulate rheological deforma-
tions of bead-spring semiflexible polymer networks. The resulting elastic response of the polymer networks is
tracked over the total time course of the simulation. Network snapshots are saved at regular intervals to extract
dissipative behavior of the network by initiating Langevin simulations of the networks over microscopic
timescales at each of the sampled transient network configurations over the course of applying rheological
strain. Simulations are implemented in the molecular dynamics software library LAMMPS [154].
Several networks are instantiated with of Nf randomly oriented filaments of length L contained within
a domain of dimensions W ×W ×W . Midpoints of each filament are placed randomly throughout the
domain; if a filament’s ends protrude beyond the dimensions of the domain, the filament is shifted until its
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length lies entirely within the simulation domain. Actin concentrations are set at 500 µM reflective of local
concentrations found in cytoskeletal substructures such as the actin cortex and the lamellipod of crawling
cells [85, 1]. Crosslink bonds between filaments are randomly generated throughout the if beads i and j
are separated by critical distances above and below the equilibrium of length of a crosslink bond, i.e. if
rij ∈ [Lcleq − ε, Lcleq + ε] a crosslink is formed with probability p ∈ (0, 1]. This process continues until a
crosslink-to-actin ratio of 0.1 is achieved.
Prior to deforming the networks, boundary conditions are specified on a subset of the beads. Beads at
filament ends that lie within a cutoff distance of 10% of the box boundaries are identified and grouped to
be subjected to imposed displacements. For example, if bead i is at the end of a filament, and its position
vector ri = (xi, yi, zi) is such that zi ∈ (0,W/10)
⋃
(9W/10,W ), it is identified as a bead onto which we
impose deformations. These deformations are sinusoidal displacements in both simple shear and uniaxial
extension/compression regimes designed to mimic parallel plate microrheology manipulation. Imposed
displacements take the form,






Where γ is the strain amplitude and ω is the frequency. Strain amplitudes γ vary between 1% and 20%, and
frequencies range from 1 Hz to 1000 Hz. If these displacements are imposed on the top and bottom faces of
the simulation box, shear in the xz-plane is simulated; if applied on opposite faces orthogonal to the x-axis,
oscillatory extension/compression is simulated.
Bead-spring polymer simulations are typically undertaken in the framework of Langevin dynamics
accounting for thermal noise and viscous drag through a fluid medium. This would be computationally
prohibitive for studying rheological properties at biological timescales. Thus an approach is taken to simulate
bead deformations under athermal conditions in a quasi-static regime minimizing mechanical potential energy
under successively imposed displacements. To validate the approach of extracting mechanical properties
of the polymer networks under athermal conditions, it must be shown that thermal effects do not induce
path-dependent nonaffine deformations due to topological changes under the range of applied strains. More
explicitly, we must test whether the combination of elastic responses to deformation, thermal excitation, and
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drag through the solvent remove or induce entanglements or cause large changes in filament orientations in
the network that can fundamentally alter its mechanical response over the course of a simulation. To do this,
networks are simulated under imposed rheological strains from 1% to 20% over 1ms, a full period of a 1000
Hz periodic strain. Their deviation from the affine deformation response is measured.
Figure 3.1: Snapshots of actin network; (top left) shear network at rest with top and bottom faces fixed; (top
right) network at maximum 15% shear along x-axis; (bottom left) uniaxial tension/compression network at
rest with left and right faces fixed; (bottom right) network under 15% uniaxial extension
3.1.2 Validation of Athermal, Hyperelastic Approximation by Validation of Thermalized
Networks against Affine Deformations
We argue for the validity of the athermal, elastic network model as a stand in for a thermalized, Brownian
dynamics (BD) model. In the absence of active forces such as those from molecular motors, thermally induced
changes in mechanical behavior are primarily due to microstructural evolution of the network configuration.
This includes changes such as thermally-induced filament reorientation and the formation or release of
interfilament entanglements due to thermal motion. If these events occur in large measure, it can result in
significant differences between the bulk mechanical behavior of a thermalized, BD network and an athermal,
elastic network.
We test for such differences by comparing direct, BD simulations of our system in LAMMPS to
corresponding affine deformations. Affine deformations are defined as homogeneous deformations of a
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material in the sense that the deformation gradient is independent of position in the body of the material:
φ(a, t) = F(t)a+ c(t)
where c is some time-dependent translation of the material. We can compute the displacement of an affine
material as follows:
uaff(a, t) = φ(a, t)−X = (F(t)− I)a+ c(t)
Assuming c is 0, we have
uaff(a, t) = (F(t)− I)X
For example, if we impose simple shear of strain α along the a1-a2 plane parallel to the a1-axis, the














Nonaffine deformations allow for local inhomogeneities and deviations from the imposed deformation field.
This includes large, thermally induced microstructural evolution of filaments in a polymer network, and
so large deviations in the network displacement trajectory of BD simulation from a corresponding affine
displacement trajectory will be a signature of strong dependence of the bulk network mechanics on microscale
thermal processes. A more thorough analysis of the data might attempt to compute topological changes in the
network to detect and classify its microstructural evolution and correlate such evolution to bulk mechanical
behavior, but that is beyond the scope of this work.
We measure the time series of the relative error between the trajectories of a thermalized, BD network
with imposed displacements and the corresponding affine deformations of the network. BD simulations of
multiple networks are subjected to imposed rheological shear and tension/compression at varying strains as
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described above over a single period at a frequency of 1000Hz. For each simulation, the affine deformation
trajectory is generated based on the initial network configuration matching both the type of imposed strain
(shear or uniaxial extension/compression), its strain level, and its frequency. For a given simulation, let
{r}kBD denote the kth snapshot of bead positions in the BD simulation and let {r}kaff denote the kth snapshot




furnishing a time series of the relative error, which we plot below. The relative error over varying strain levels
and straining regimes is averaged over the different networks.









Figure 3.2: Time series of relative error in bead trajectory between athermal, hyperelastic deformation and
stochastic Langevin simulation with externally imposed displacement over 1 ms of deformation. Solid curves
represent oscillatory uniaxial tension and compression, dashed curves oscillatory shear. Curves shown are
averaged over 10 network configurations. Strains varying from 1% to 20% show increasing relative error for
large strains
A trend is observed that increasing strains are accompanied by increasing relative error and thus
divergence between the thermal Langevin and affine simulations. For large strains, it can be observed
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that the average error rises to ∼ 10% in both shear and tensile deformations. This may be of concern, but
examining the simulations, we can identify some contributing factors that may cause large strain deviations
between the thermal and affine regimes that are not attributable to intrinsic changes in network conformation.
Firstly, Langevin simulations in the extension/compression regime fix beads to faces while affine uniaxial
extension/compression allows uniform expansion of a material along the axis of deformation including faces
of the material. The fixed beads at the faces of tensile simulations lead to significant bowing and deflection
along the axis of deformation deviating from a uniform thinning along the axis due the Poisson effect in an
affine response at high strains. This can be observed in Fig. 3.3. Also in Fig. 3.3, it can be observed that free
filaments not embedded in the network can protrude from a network during Langevin simulations. Loose
filaments can deviate strongly from the affine response, contributing an outsized error to the difference in
trajectories. This is due to both the thermal bath and viscous drag in Langevin dynamics, but does not affect
the elastic character of the network.
Figure 3.3: Snapshots of thermalized networks. Note loose filaments at free faces of the networks that may
contribute to large deviations in relative error in trajectory rather than elastic response of network
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3.2: DATA ANALYSIS
3.2.1 Computing Mechanical Variables
To derive a continuum model, a measure of strain must be extracted from the data. The deformation
gradient is approximated as follows. The microscale simulations of the polymer network furnish a data set of
bead trajectories. Let rki denote the position of bead i at time tk = k∆t:
rki = ri(tk)
Assuming the simulation domain to be infinitesimal relative to the bulk description of the polymer network,
the macroscopic deformation gradient is assumed to be constant throughout the network. Thus relative to the
macroscale, vectors between bead positions can assumed to be infinitesimal. Let (j1, j2) = j denote a pair
of beads in the simulation. Following the notation of finite strain solid mechanics, the vector between their












For all unique pairs of beads j, the deformation gradient at time tk, Fk = F(tk) should satisfy,
dxkj = F
kdaj (3.12)
A least squares fit over the collection of unique bead pairs at each timestep will give time series for the




 = O(109). This is impractical for high-throughput analyses of many simulations,
so instead the collection of bead pairs is a subsample of beads along regular intervals along each filament in
the network. This method of sub-sampling is convenient as it naturally takes advantage of tracking individual
bead identities across the deformation time series and provides a natural spatial sampling of the network
along filament contours.
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‖Adaj − dxkj ‖2 (3.13)
To derive a hyperelastic model, the strain energy and a stress tensor must be computed from the microstructure.
First we consider the strain energy, Ψ. This corresponds to changes in energy due to mechanical deformation
of the filaments and their crosslinking bonds. Thus the strain energy at each timestep k is computed,









where, for example, Uf,kbond simply denotes the total potential energy from harmonic bonds along filament
backbones throughout the network at time tk. Notably, we exclude the LJ pair potential. The LJ potential is
necessary in the microscopic model to ensure beads and filaments do not pass through each other in order to
capture deformation from steric entanglements. However, its negative potential energy well substantially
decreases Ψ if included in the strain energy measurement.
We turn our attention to computing the PK1 stress tensor, P. Recall from equation (2.40) in section (2.2.1)
that a macroscopic PK1 stress is obtained by considering the reaction forces on nodes which experience
imposed traction or deformations in the microscale problem. This relation is used to extract a PK1 stress for
a network identifying the traction nodes with filament ends subject to the imposed deformation. The sum








T = {beads indices j subject to imposed displacements}
(3.15)
In (3.15), V0 is the initial volume of the simulation box and r0j denotes the material coordinate of bead j, i.e.
its initial position. The force fkj is the traction force experienced by one of the boundary beads j to which
displacements have been imposed at time tk.
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3.2.2 Computation of Network and Filament Geometry Descriptors
With trajectories of beads and filaments fully resolved from the microscopic data, measures of network
geometry can be extracted to inform the construction of macroscopic anisotropic models. Average filament
alignment and orientation can be gleaned
Filaments are instantiated with random orientations, but this does not prevent anisotropy in a given
network. To measure the effects of any bias in a network’s distribution of filaments, an average orientation





The exterior product ofwkj against itself gives an orientation tensor H
k
j for the filament that acts as a projection












filament torsion and curvature
Further microstructural information is measured by considering filament curvature and torsion. Cubic
spline approximations αkj (s) of thejth filament give regular curves from which local curvature and torsion
along the filament backbone.
all curves are regular, allowing computation of torsion and curvature directly:
τkj (s) =
(α̇kj × α̈kj ) ·
...
αkj
‖α̇kj × α̈kj ‖
(3.17)
κkj (s) = ‖α̈kj ‖ (3.18)















where the integrals are approximated by trapezoidal quadrature rule. Average filament torsion and curvature














3.2.3 Results for Microscopic Simulations
We present results of data extraction from the microscale simulation. Time series plots of the right
Cauchy-Green invariants, average filament curvature and torsion in the network and the strain energy are
presented
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Figure 3.4: Curves for strain energy, invariants, and average filament curvature and torsion for network two at
1% oscillatory shear strain (top), 5% (middle), and 10% (bottom).
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over increasing strain values for oscillatory shear for a given network in Fig. 3.4. Average curvature
(purple curve) in all plots is normalized to units of 1/1.2 µm−1, i.e. the initial dimensions of the simulation
box; the average torsion (green curve) is presented in dimensionless units of 1/L2τ , scaled so that it may
be presented on the same plot, Lτ = 240 nm. The evolution of the strain energy (cyan curve) is the most
prominent feature of the plots, and values are presented in picojoules on the right vertical axis. A nonzero
initial strain energy indicates a prestress in the network. This is due to the fixing filament ends at the boundary
of the simulation box followed by mechanical equilibration of the network with the fixed ends prior to
imposing deformations. This feature is found across all simulations in both shear or extension/compression
regimes. It will be accounted for in deriving a constitutive model.
One may note the asymmetrical peak of the strain energy curves under simple shear deformation in
Fig. 3.4 maintained across three periods of oscillation. The deformation itself is symmetric with respect
to the positive and negative x-direction, however for network 2 presented in Fig. 3.4, smaller strain energy
values at points of maximal strain in the positive x-direction (t = (n + 1/4)T , n = 0, 1, 2) than in the
negative x-direction (t = (n + 3/4)T , n = 0, 1, 2). This asymmetry is found in all networks subject to
oscillatory shear. Some show less resistance to shear (lower peak Ψ at points of maximal strain) in the either
negative x-direction or positive x-direction. This is likely due to either fluctuations in the filaments’ randomly
generated orientations or inhomogeneous distributions of crosslinks. If a set of filaments align with an axis of
deformation, they will act as springs in parallel resisting deformation along that dimension, requiring more
work to impose similar strain levels when compared to a perfectly isotropic network. Similarly, varying
crosslink densities along the x-axis will make the network more compliant in the direction of lower crosslink
density.
However, filament orientations were generated from a uniform distribution about the surface of a sphere,
and crosslinks were generated randomly throughout the networks with uniform probability for interfilament
beads within a certain cutoff distance. Large signatures of anisotropy in the strain energy should not be
expected due to either of these effects. We note the variation in strain energy between the disparate strain
energy peaks in Fig. 3.4 is on the order of 10−5-10−4 pJ, or 10−17 − 10−16 J. Further, the effect becomes
less pronounced for increasing strains as seen in Fig. 3.5. This apparent anisotropy in filament orientation
and/or inhomogeneous crosslink distributions is likely magnified at small strains when the network prestress
dwarfs perturbations in strain energy due to imposed deformations. This is visualized in Fig. 3.6 in which the
progression of the strain energy profile over increasing levels of maximal shear strain for network 2 shows that
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variation between shear between the negative and positive x-direction at small strains is negligible relative to
large shear strains. Still, a non-negligible difference between the positive and negative shear persists through
large deformations. Thus the presence of some anisotropy due to small deviations from uniformly distributed
filament orientation and crosslinker concentration.
Fig. 3.7 compares the time series profiles of the deformation invariants, filament curvature and torsion,
and strain energy from a simple shear simulation to those from a uniaxial extension/compression (ext./comp.)
simulation for the same network at 25% strain when variations in filament geometry and invariants become
more apparent. Changes in Ψ over the course of the ext./comp. simulation are on the order of 10−2 pJ,
while changes in Ψ during oscillatory shear at the same strain level are an order of magnitude lower. This is
reflected in the time series of the invariants between the two regimes. IIIC = J2 = (detF)2, quantifying
changes in volume induced by the deformation, while IC = trC, tracking changes in bulk expansion and
compression due to a deformation. For both values, the ext./comp. plot is shown to induce larger variations
in these invariants indicating the intrinsic variation in volume induced by uniaxial ext./comp. More work is
required to affect these deformations as shown by order of magnitude increase in the strain energy range of
ext./comp. over simple shear.
In Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9, the evolution of oscillatory ext./comp. deformations are shown for increasing
strains. Sharp increases in strain energy are observed during phases of extension in the x-direction, while
networks show a great degree of compliance to compression. As strain levels increase, strain energy flattens
to a value around 5× 10−3 pJ during phases of compression for all strains. This suggests that networks don’t
require additional strain energy to be compressed. Further we can observe that strain energy falls below the
initial prestress indicating mechanical relaxation during compression.
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Figure 3.5: Curves for strain energy, invariants, and average filament curvature and torsion for network two at
15% oscillatory shear strain (top), 20% (middle), and 25% (bottom).
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Figure 3.6: Visualization of strain energy plots of shear and uniaxial extension and compression for network
at multiple strain levels. Relative variations in peaks/valleys of strain energy at low strains are quite small
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Figure 3.7: Comparing curves of strain invariants, filament curvature and torsion, and strain energy for
network with 25% oscillatory shear strain (top), 25% oscillatory uniaxial tension/compression. Larger
variations in invariants are observed under tension/compression, wandering farther from equilibrium values.
This arises from the compressible quality of tension and compression, whereas shear is a volume-preserving
deformation. For similar reasons, large spikes in the strain energy are observed under extension with variations
on the order of 10−2 pJ whereas variations in shear strain energy are an order of magnitude smaller.
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Figure 3.8: Curves for strain energy, invariants, and average filament curvature and torsion for network two at
1% oscillatory uniaxial tension/compression (top left), 5% (top right), and 10% (bottom).
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Figure 3.9: Curves for strain energy, invariants, and average filament curvature and torsion for network two at
15% oscillatory uniaxial extension compression (top), 20% (middle), and 25% (bottom).
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We validate our model against experimentally measured quantities and known responses in the literature.
Stress-strain plots are produced in Fig. 3.10 in the Lagrangian coordinate frame, plotting components of the
PK2 stress tensor S against elements of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor E (A time series Sk is produced
by left multiplication of the PK1 stress Pk by (Fk)−1). First, in the stress-strain plots we observe strain
stiffening behavior at large strains commonly reported in studies of reconstituted actin networks. Nonlinear
responses are observed over the prestressed state for large strain shear indicated by the slight curve up to peak
stress as the network reaches maximal strain levels. Stress-strain in the uniaxial ext./comp. regime is more
subtle. From the zero strain state relative to the initial configuration, increasing positive strain shows a linear
relationship with stress. However we note that prestress exists as tension along the axis of deformation, thus
negative strain values move the network toward a stress-free state. Observing the profile of the deformation
trajectory through oscillatory ext./comp. knowing that a true stress-free state coincides with negative strain
relative to the material coordinates in this configuration, networks exhibit significant strain stiffening.
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Figure 3.10: Stress-strain curves in Lagrangian coordinates for network 4, 40% strain. Nonlinearity is
observable under shear and uniaxial deformations. Network prestress is observed with nonzero stress values
at 0% strain; prestress under uniaxial strain shows strain stiffening occurs prior to prestress as further axial
extension is linear in a much stiffer regime than configurations compressed relative to the initial configuration.
We investigate the evolution of average filament orientation in the networks over periods of deformation.
This is quantified by the eccentricity of the ellipsoid formed by the eigenvectors of the filament structure
tensor, H. At each frame, the eccentricity is computed as the ratio of the absolute values of the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues of H, |λmax/λmin|. Perfectly uniform distribution of orientations corresponds
with |λmax/λmin|=1. |λmax/λmin| > 1 indicates a bias in the filament orientation along the major axis of the
ellipsoid formed by the eigensystem of H. While network orientations are generated with uniform distribution
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about the surface of the sphere, imposing boundary conditions and successive mechanical relaxation results
in slight initial biases in filament orientation. The network mechanically equilibrates to accommodate the
fixed ends of filaments at the boundary.
A plot of average the eccentricity of the eigensystem of H is shown below for a particular network over
increasing strains. The oscillatory qualitatively dominates, but in both of the eccentricity plots for shear and
ext./comp., a slight increase in eccentricity is observed over successive deformation periods. This suggests a
slight hysteretic effect as filaments rearrange incrementally over deformation cycles.
Figure 3.11: Plots of eccentricity of eigensystem of orientation tensor H for network 6 under range of shear
strains (top) and uniaxial strains (bottom). Networks begin at eccentricity> 1 due to mechanical equilibration
of fixed filament ends at opposite faces of simulation domain. For all shear deformations, slight rise in
eccentricity over successive deformations indicates subtle reorientation of filaments in the network.
These results suggest that the evolution of filament microstructure plays a role in the mechanical response
of the network response. Extending the analysis to anisotropic material models may be required in extensions
of this research.
3.3: CONTINUUM MODELS OF CYTOSKELETAL SOFT SOLIDS
As a first attempt at deriving a continuum model, data from actin network simulations is used to fit
parameters of an isotropic soft solid model found in Hamilton et al. [200] described by the strain energy
function,














The Hamilton model assumes incompressibility; thus we compute the isochoric deformation gradient and the
corresponding Green-Lagrange strain tensor and its invariants given by (3.22):







Moreover, (3.21) was developed to model nonlinear shear waves. Thus we restrict the fitting over data from
shear deformations. Since the equation is linear in the parameters, a simple least squares fit is applied over all
deformation histories per network. Fitting over the entire data set yields the following values in kPa for the






Fits at finer resolution are applied to the data, fitting the parameters individually to each network to study if
fitting can accommodate varying network microstructure. Additionally, parameter fitting is performed within
each period of deformation per simulation. Fitting over deformations of varying levels of strain matched by
period over the time course of deformations allows detection of parameter changes due to microstructural
evolution such as filament realignment, a proposed mechanism of strain stiffening.
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Network µ
P1 P2 P3 T
1 39.2 34.7 39.1 39.2
2 27.5 22.3 27.5 28.6
3 8.13 7.24 6.40 6.39
4 41.7 42.2 29.2 33.7
5 43.1 33.0 37.9 36.1
6 6.81 16.7 −0.328 2.65
7 14.5 29.7 5.55 4.53
8 74.2 71.7 76.3 72.9
9 5.62 17.0 −1.56 −2.75
10 4.96 30.1 −7.64 −9.66
Network A
P1 P2 P3 T
1 −186.4 −58.8 −211.9 −235.5
2 −159.2 −54.6 −167.4 −184.6
3 720.8 840.2 729.8 693.2
4 −212.4 −167.1 14.73 −99.7
5 −196.5 64.5 −114.0 −106.8
6 186.6 75.3 259.3 196.3
7 70.1 −120.9 174.9 163.0
8 −913.9 −904.0 −963.3 −899.9
9 204.3 74.9 309.0 299.1
10 354.9 −25.8 538.5 542.0
Table 3.2: Parameter values of soft solid model fit in kPa over each network separated over values in individual
deformation periods and over total runtime of simulation
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Network D
P1 P2 P3 T
1 50.7 12.5 62.9 71.0
2 49.4 15.7 53.7 57.1
3 −308.9 −369.0 −305.7 −290.6
4 70.7 53.0 −9.17 33.1
5 63.3 −25.6 35.8 33.2
6 −62.7 −23.2 −80.5 −59.7
7 −21.1 43.7 −49.4 −42.8
8 298.7 316.2 315.4 291.2
9 −76.6 −44.9 −106.8 −100.3
10 −132.5 −10.5 −188.4 −184.5
Network Ψ0
P1 P2 P3 T
1 3.12 3.17 3.11 3.10
2 3.03 3.06 3.02 3.01
3 3.76 3.76 3.76 3.76
4 3.39 3.42 3.42 3.40
5 3.40 3.45 3.41 3.41
6 3.40 3.39 3.43 3.41
7 3.32 3.29 3.36 3.36
8 3.49 3.56 3.47 3.47
9 3.22 3.20 3.25 3.25
10 3.43 3.37 3.48 3.48
Table 3.3: Parameter values of soft solid model fit in kPa over each network separated over values in individual
deformation periods and over total runtime of simulation
Plots of the reconstructed strain energy profiles from the fitted model are visualized in Fig. 3.12. The
model fails to capture small strain profiles, but compares well with large strains. The least squares fit required
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of the Hamilton soft solid model will seek to minimize error where variation in the data is greatest. At small
strains, differences in strain energy are quite small in magnitude leading to low relative error, but Fig. 3.12
shows that the reconstructed strain energy profiles of the model fail to capture qualitative features at small
shear strains.
Figure 3.12: Plots of reconstructed strain energy curves (blue) against strain energy curves from simulations
(red). (Top) Small strains show less qualitative agreement, though the rel. error for any given snapshot is
∼1%. (Bottom) Fitted model is able to better reconstruct strain energy curves at large strains.
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Fitting networks to (3.21) yields negative values for the parameter D as shown in Table 3.3. This may
seem nonphysical, however D has no physical meaning. The parameter arises from a Taylor expansion of the
strain energy density of an isentropic elastic solid to fourth order in invariants of the Green-Lagrange strain
rather than a physical principle.
Fitted values for the elastic shear modulus µ are notably stiffer than those found in the cell mechanics
literature. The parameter µ corresponds to the shear storage modulus G′ measured in many rheological
experiments on cells and reconstituted actin networks. Reasons for this disparity in shear stiffness likely
arise from the nature of the microscopic model including high actin concentration, high crosslinker to actin
concentration ratio, the existence of prestrain or prestress in the network.
Theoretical work estimates thatG′ scales nonlinearly with increased filament concentration and increased
crosslinker concentration in semiflexible polymer networks such that for fixed crosslinker ratioR (R = c×/cA,
c× is the crosslinker concentration, cA the actin concentration), the storage modulus G′ scales with actin
concentration cA as,
G′ ∼ c11/5A . (3.24)
Experimental work on reconstituted actin networks and other semiflexible biopolymer networks have shown
results in line with this finding [56, 176, 198, 112]. However most experimental studies on reconstituted
actin networks including those that have shown this scaling relationship with networks of actin concentration
between 5 and 100 µM [54, 96, 176, 56, 166]. The concentration of actin in the microscopic model is 500
µM, a concentration more typically found in specialized structures such as the actin cortex or the lamellipod
of crawling cells as opposed to the bulk volume of the cell interior [1, 85].
Crosslinker concentrations in the microscopic model are relatively high at R = 0.1. Using (3.24), a
rough comparison can be made between the fitted value µ to known values of G′ from Schmoller et al. [166]
at which G′ was measured for networks with R = 0.1. At 1 Hz, G′ was measured to be on the order of 100
Pa for R = 0.1 and cA = 28.5 µM. We find from (3.24) that
G′ = A(28.5)11/5 = 100⇒ A ≈ 0.063 Pa µM−11/5
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So at 500 µM, (3.24) predicts G′ = 54.6 kPa. This is an inherently rough estimate and shows that the fitted
value of the shear modulus µ = 35.4 kPa from (3.23), but it suggests that for high density actin networks, the
microscale model reproduces the shear modulus in an expected range.
Moreover, studies have shown that networks become stiffer with increasing prestress [54, 96, 166, 184].
Mechanical equilibration of the microscale model networks with filament ends fixed to parallel faces of
the simulation domain induces prestrain indicated by the nonzero initial strain energy. This may also be
contributing to a larger shear modulus.
3.3.1 Continuum Simulation by the Finite Volume Method
We present a continuum model of actin networks for the purposes of investigating cellular scale me-
chanical phenomena. The model is framed in the context of conservation laws toward utilizing the finite
volume method (FVM) for discretization and numerical simulation. Recall that the equations of motion for
























We let q = (ρv,G(F)), where G an operator that vectorizes a d-dimensional 2-tensor A
G : Rd×d → Rd2
such that the deformation gradient F can be written in vector form. So if d = 2, we have,














We define an flux function f(q) = (P(F),Z(v ⊗ I)), Z an operator that maps a d-dimensional 3-tensor to a
matrix,
Z : Rd×d×d → Rd2×d
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So if d = 2, we have








This restructuring allows (3.25) to be written in conservation form:
∂q
∂t




The FVM implementation will track the flux of the displacement and deformation gradient through the spatial
grid via q. Numerically, this depends on local linearizations of the conservation law,
∂q
∂t













Approximate Riemann solvers such as Godunov schemes for FVM solvers solve local Riemann problems
between interfaces of grid cells by updating the propagation of q between the cells based on wavemodes
arising from the eigensystem of A. Using the vectorized form G(F) = F , we can observe the structure of A

















where pk is the kth column of P(F ), and zk is similarly the kth column of Z(v ⊗ I). The structure of block









Hk ∈ R2×4 is recognized as the tangent stiffness in Lagrangian coordinates as the gradient of elements of
the PK1 stress with respect to the deformation gradient. Assuming hyperelasticity, this is a portion of the
Hessian of the strain energy Ψ with respect to the deformation gradient. Solving for eigenvectors in direction




y = sy (3.29)
Decomposing the candidate eigenvector y = (g,w), g ∈ R2, w ∈ R4, we get a system that admits the
eigenvalue problem for w,
Mkw = s
2w (3.30)
Where Mk = HkUk. Mk admits an orthogonal eigendecomposition allowing the identification of wave-
modes for solving the local Riemann problem numerically. Thus much of the complexity for solving large
deformation mechanics using the FVM is encapsulated by determining the local tangent stiffness for a
given material and solving its eigensystem. More details regarding this FVM scheme for large deformation
mechanics can be found in [Mitran, 2021] (to be published). What can be noted from this discussion is that
identification of a constitutive law in the form of a strain energy function allows a material to be simulated in
a straightforward fashion using the FVM in this scheme. This work has extracted a constitutive law from
microscopic models. We now use this constitutive law in continuum simulations by computing its tangent
stiffness matrix to be used in this FVM simulation framework.
3.3.2 Red Blood Cell in Poiseuille Flow
The model is validated on experimental and theoretical work studying RBC deformation in Poiseuille
flow by Korin et al. [98]. In this study, the authors measured the deformability and elongation RBCs in
Poiseuille flow at varying fluid viscosities and pressure gradients. RBCs are approximated as ellipsoids
with their major axes aligned along the flow direction allowing theoretical investigation by extension of the
tank-treading ellipsoid model in Couette flow developed by Keller and Skalak [90]. An ellipsoidal particle
consisting of an elastic membrane surrounding an internal fluid embedded in a flow with a vertical stress
gradient will deform and exhibit a “tank-treading” motion as the membrane revolves about the internal fluid.
Keller and Skalak derive equations to compute the traction on the membrane and the velocity of its treading
motion.
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Figure 3.13: RBC in Poiseuille flow. A linear pressure gradient modeling suction induces a Poiseuille flow
and its accompanying linear shear stress gradient which is imparted on the ellipsoidal boundary of the RBC.
The differing shear magnitude between the top and bottom causes the ellipsoidal ring to revolve like the tread
of a tank,
Using this model, Korin et al. computed the deformation of a such an ellipsoid with constitutive model
for RBC membrane mechanics. Their results showed significant strain-stiffening behavior. The authors
measure elliptical extension along the major axis λ = ass/a0, where ass is the steady-state axis length and a0
is the undeformed axis length at rest, and a deformability index DI = (ass − bss)/(ass + bss), where bss is the
steady-state length of the minor axis. With increasing pressure gradients and thus increasing shear stresses
imparted on the RBC membrane, both the extension and deformation index increased in an asymptotic
manner, with decreasing marginal gains in λ = ass/a0 and DI for larger stresses.
Using the Hamilton soft solid model (3.21) with parameter values (3.23) derived from the microscale
data, a hyperelastic model of an ellipsoidal RBC in Poiseuille flow is implemented below. Negative pressure
gradients are imposed along a channel with a radius of 5 m and 24 m long with an ellipsoidal RBC placed at
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a distance of 2.5 m from the center of the channel. The RBC dimensions are taken from the computational
study by Korin et al. [98] such that the major and minor axes of the RBC are 4.296 m and 1.228 respectively.
The thickness of the RBC membrane is 1 m along the major axis and 0.5 m along the minor axis.
The fluid-structure interaction problem of the cell boundary with the fluid environment is avoided in the
finite volume framework. The simulation is simplified by modeling the fluid media within the pipette and the
outer environment as a distinct material with an imposed isotropic pressure.
The cell body and the surrounding medium are distinguished by a material identity marker advected with
the displacement velocity of the material. Tracking the deformation of the cell boundary is accomplished
by tracking this identity marker via volume fractions. Within discrete grid cells of area Ai overlapping the
boundary of the cell, the area of the circle intersecting the grid cell Vi determines a volume fraction θi = AiVi .
Tractions are imposed at these interfaces by noting a local isotropic pressure when θi < θcrit. In a linear
pressure gradient, the ambient flow induces Poiseuille flow, transmitting shear stresses to solid interfaces
such as solid walls or the cell membrane. For a fluid velocity vf , fluid viscosity µf , and a pressure gradient






This hydrostatic stress must be balanced at the cell/medium interface by a deformation in F. Identifying the






where yi is the cell-centered y-value of cell i. Interactions with the micropipette walls are modeled as
friction-free slip boundary conditions allowing the cell to slide along the pipette walls. A diagram of the
simulation setup is shown in figure 3.13.
Pressure gradients corresponding to shear stresses at the measured at the height of the center of the ellipse
in Poiseuille flow vary between 1 and 50 Pa. Results for elliptical extension and DI are compared to those
found in Korin et al. are shown in figure 3.14 and figure 3.15 respectively.
An important caveat must be noted: these results have been obtained using the fitted values for µ and D
in (3.23), but with A at 4% of its full value (A = −5.44 kPa). Larger values of A are sufficiently nonlinear
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Extension λ vs. Shear Stress
Figure 3.14: Comparison of RBC elliptical extension λ = ass/a0, the ratio of the steady state length of the
long axis to the its initial length, for fitted Hamilton model (top) and the tank-treading RBC in Korin et al.
(bottom)
to cause numerical instabilities for the finite volume approach taken in this work. This also brings into
question the physical validity of the Hamilton soft solid model as a continuum mechanical representation of
the microscopic polymer network model. Nonetheless, we discuss the results here.
Extension of the ellipsoid fall in a similar range to the results computed by Korin et al. over the same
range of shear stresses, λ = ass/a0 ∈ (1.1, 1.6) over 50 Pa of shear stress. The values for DI fall in a
comparable range of observed values, however DI begins near 0.58 for 1 Pa while Korin et al. report DI ≈ 0.1
for similar stress values and DI just shy of 0.5 for ∼ 50 Pa where in the simulations here it rises to ∼ 0.65. It
is also notable that the values reported here seem to quickly saturate to some asymptotic value. This deviates
from the smooth asymptotic curves derived for elliptical extension and DI by Korin et al., and may be due
to the fact that simulations at higher stresses reached a sufficiently nonlinear deformation to prevent the
simulation from completing. True steady state values for higher shear stresses are likely greater than those
reported here.
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Deformation Index vs. Shear Stress
Figure 3.15: Plots of deformation index for the fitted Hamilton soft solid model and the tank-treading RBC in
Korin et al.
Motion of the RBC in spatial and material coordinate frames is observed in figures 3.16, 3.17, and
3.18. Snapshots of the RBC subjected to 20 Pa shear stress show the motion and elongation of the RBC in
Poiseuille flow. The tank-treading motion is observed in figure 3.16 and magnified by the deformations in
the material coordinated frame in figure 3.17. Over long timescales, the material coordinate grid becomes
significantly deformed leading to numerical instabilities in the simulation. This is seen in figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.16: From top to bottom, RBC motion in spatial coordinates at 20 Pa at the initial time, 2.5 seconds,
5 seconds, and 7.5 seconds
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Figure 3.17: Time series from top to bottom of RBC deformation at 20 Pa in Lagrangian coordinates from
initial time, 0.25 s, and 0.5 s.
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Figure 3.18: Distorted material coordinate grid of RBC deformation at 20 Pa at 3 s into the simulation.
3.3.3 Micropipette Aspiration Model
We propose a simulation paradigm for a micropipette aspiration experiment, a common technique used to
probe the mechanical properties of biological cells [76]. A microscopic pipette tube is applied to the exterior
of a cell membrane. The pressure inside the pipette is controlled and decreased below the ambient pressure of
the lab sample. The pressure differential causes the cell to protrude into the pipette, and the length of this
protrusion as a function of the pressure differential allows investigators to extrapolate mechanical properties
of the cell such as viscosity, stiffness, and surface tension at the cell membrane. The method has been used to
measure cells’ bulk Young’s modulus and viscoelastic properties.
Numerical modeling and mathematical analysis have been used to study micropipette aspiration [59].
Many models have produced equations for experimentalists to relate measurements to underlying mechanical
parameters. Many models have assumed the cell to be a homogeneous elastic material in both small
deformation [177, 40] and large deformation regimes [204]. Common models also include the treatment of
the cell as a Newtonian fluid surrounded by an elastic membrane to connect micropipette aspiration data
to cell viscosity [139, 151] Some investigators have modeled the cell as a viscoelastic material behaving
as a standard linear solid or as a material with power law rheology [159, 203, 205]. Further still, other
research has refined mathematical models of cells under micropipette aspiration to include heterogeneous
mechanical behavior and interaction of cellular substructures such as the actin cortex and the cytoplasm
[131, 159, 152, 120].
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Various models have informed the analysis of micropipette aspiration experiments. Underlying models
of cell structure determine the relationship between cell protrusion into the micropipette and mechanical
parameters such as the Young’s modulus, creep function, and viscosity. Early models of the cell described
the cell plasma membrane as an elastic sheet bounding a Newtonian fluid model of the cytoskeleton. The
model has been used to in the study of red blood cells, neutrophils, and macrophages. The model has been
adapted to include viscoelastic fluid models of the cytoskeleton as well as added structure, embedding a
nuclear compartment of the same model with both a stiffer elastic membrane and a viscoelastic nuclear fluid
with greater elastic character.
These models are pertinent to specific cell types. Other cell types such as chondrocytes and fibroblasts
were found to behave like homogeneous elastic and viscoelastic solids. Equations relating micropipette
protrusion profiles and experimental parameters like pipette radius and suction pressure to continuum
mechanical parameters like the Young’s modulus or creep function have been derived to accommodate
these cell [177, 204]. Theret et al. [177] developed a model for the cell as a homogeneous, linear elastic
solid undergoing small deformations allowing researchers to determine approximate Young’s moduli for
chondrocytes of approximately 0.65 kPa [89]. A similar framework was used to develop an equation for
micropipette aspiration protrusion length profiles for linear viscoelastic solid models and subsequently applied
to experimental studies of chondrocytes and isolated cell nuclei [164, 180, 63].More pertinent to simulations
in this work, equations Zhou et al. developed a similar formula for large deformations, modeling the cell as
an incompressible, homogeneous Neo-Hookean sphere [204].
In this section, a model micropipette aspiration of a cell in 2D is proposed. The cell is modeled as an
elliptical soft solid whose constitutive has been derived from microscale simulations of the actin network
model as detailed above. The pipette is modeled by an open channel with a width of 5 µm oriented
axisymmetrically with respect to the cell. No-slip boundary conditions are invoked along the inner and outer
walls of the pipette, thus imposing the displacement and deformation gradient at the walls.
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Figure 3.19: Diagram of cell simulation; soft solid cell indicated by phase marker θ = 1, ambient fluid by
θ = 0 with linear pressure gradient p along the x-axis with phase; fluid pressure is balanced by shear stresses
on grid cells with θ < θcrit imposed on system q determining values of F12, F21.
Shear stresses on the cell boundary from the Poiseuille flow induced by pipette suction are imposed as
described in section 3.3.2. Current work on implementing remapping algorithms into FVM simulation code
to map material grid coordinates to new reference states is being done, and will be crucial to the development
of micropipette aspiration simulations to account for large deformations induced by contact of the cell with
the lip of the micropipette.
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CHAPTER 4: EXTRACTION OF STRAIN ENERGY FUNCTION: NEURAL NETWORKS
Neural networks and machine learning methods have spread into many domains of application and
have become a popular means of automating previously intractable tasks such as image identification and
extracting insights and utility from the immense quantities of data at the disposal of scientists and engineers
in the digital age. Deep neural networks (DNNs) are now commonly used for tasks such as classification,
manifold learning, and image recognition [66], and are now being adapted to advanced problems of practical
and scientific value such as drug discovery and protein structure prediction as well as accelerating numerical
solvers for nonlinear partial differential equations [22, 189, 147].
The interest in neural networks and deep learning in structural mechanics and materials science has
increased in recent years [108, 30]. The fundamental goal has been to use DNNs to predict nonlinear mechan-
ical responses from the microstructure of complex materials as an extension of techniques in computational
homogenization discussed in section 2.2.1. DNNs have been applied to learn effective potentials of nonlinear
constitutive laws for heterogeneous materials and predict the mechanical response of composite structures
[107, 195]. An intriguing approach is that of Liu et al. and their development of deep material networks
(DMNs) [115]. High-fidelity direct simulation data of the tangent stiffness matrix in the linear elastic regime
from a representative volume element (RVE) with known microstructure was used as training data for DMNs
to predict the macroscopic tangent stiffness of the RVE. While trained on linear elastic data, the DMN was
able to extrapolate macroscopic RVE responses in both nonlinear finite strain and inelastic deformations.
DMNs are constructed with a binary tree architecture such and micromechanically informed operators at
each node in the network. They have since been extended to learn the mechanics of materials in 3D and their
micromechanically informed design has been theoretically investigated [114, 52].
In these studies, the advantage of using a DNN to predict mechanical response is that DNNs can learn
constitutive relations in an equation-free manner, such that the coupling of stress and strain in the material
under investigation is not restricted to a narrow space of assumed functional forms. In this chapter, a brief
mathematical overview of DNNs is given followed by an application to derive a hyperelastic constitutive law
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for biopolymer networks using the MD data from the microscopic system in Chapter 3. The DNNs are trained
to fit the strain energy density as a function of either strain invariants or the deformation gradient derived
from the MD data, and their fit is compared to that of the Hamilton soft solid model discussed in section 3.3.
The implementation of these DNN derived constitutive laws is discussed regarding the determination of the
tangent stiffness tensor in the flux gradient of large deformation hyperelastic finite volume simulation, but
their incorporation into a stable finite volume simulation code is the subject of ongoing research.
4.1: NEURAL NETWORKS: BASIC THEORY
Mathematically, DNNs are simply an advanced form of function approximation. Given data D =
{(xj ,yj)} ⊂ Rn × Rm, neural networks seek to construct a function f(xj) ≈ yj approximating a posited
mathematical relation between xj and yj . What separates neural networks is their assumed functional form.
The structure of a neural network function f is inspired by the connectivity of biological neurons forming a
network. Each node in the neural network is referred to as a neuron in some layer of the network. The basic
architecture of DNNs is an arrangement of sequential layers with each layer having a specified number of
neurons. The number of layers is the depth of the network and the neurons in each layer gives the width of
that layer. DNN topology can vary by application, but the simplest architecture assumes full connectivity
between successive layers and that information only propagates forward between layers. That is, in layer m,
each neuron receives information from every neuron in layer m− 1, and computes a value that is supplied to
every neuron in layer m+ 1. This structure is illustrated in Fig. ??.
The strength of the connections between neurons in successive layers are given by weight coefficients,
and are expressed mathematically as matrix-vector equations. Given nm−1 neurons in layer m− 1 and nm
neurons in layer m, we can write the values of the neurons in layer m, l(m) ∈ Rnm , in terms of its inputs
from layer h(m−1) ∈ Rnm−1 by
l(m) = W(m)h(m−1) +α(m) (4.1)
where W(m) is the matrix of weight coefficients and α(m) is a bias vector. Further drawing on inspiration
from biological neurons’ voltage gated action potential, DNNs incorporate a nonlinear activation function ζ
applied elementwise to l(m) giving the final output of layer m, h(m) = ζ(l(m)) ∈ Rnm .
(ζ(l(m)))j = ζ(l
(m)




This function ζ also varies between applications and implementations, but commonly used functions include
the rectified linear unit (ReLU) or ramp function, tanh(x), or (1 + e−x)−1. This iterated composition of
nonlinear functions allows for great versatility in learning patterns in high dimensional datasets that may not
follow simple linear rules.
The task of training a deep neural network of M layers is the optimization of some cost function
C(xj ,yj ;θ), with respect to the parameters θ :






whereNd is the number of data points. A cost function can take a number of forms and can include constraints,
but a common and illustrative form is simply the mean squared error (MSE)
C(xj ,yj ;θ) = ‖f(xj ;θ)− yj‖2 (4.4)
where f is the DNN output. A common constraint function may be a regularization term aimed at restricting
the magnitude of the fitted parameters such as λ‖θ‖2, where λ is a hyperparameter to be tuned by the
investigator implementing the network.
For very large Nd, minimizing C would be impractical to approach by methods of standard optimization
considering the number of parameters θ is also often quite large. What allowed neural networks to flourish
in scientific and commercial applications was the development of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and
the refinement of numerical differentiation algorithms such as backpropagation to efficiently compute
DNN gradients. SGD is a form of statistical optimization in gradient descent optimization is iteratively
performed on small, randomly sampled subsets or “minibatches” of the data D. This does not guarantee
the identification of a global optimizer, but often finds parameter values θ that perform well for practical
purposes. Backpropagation is a deft application of the chain rule for neural networks in which the derivative
of a cost function with respect to some weight or bias parameter, w(m)ij or α
(m)
i respectively, can be computed
by tracing operations and their gradients back through the DNN graph. For example, suppose that given C as
defined in (4.4) one needed to compute the derivative of C with respect to weight w(p)ij , i.e. the weight in
layer m connecting the jth neuron of layer m− 1 to the ith neuron of layer p. Noting that the DNN function
f yields the output of the final M th layer h(M), we can recursively construct values g(m), m = M, . . . , p+ 1
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Deep learning software typically stores the values of the individual gradient components during optimization
to efficiently and quickly recompute gradients during rounds of SGD optimization. The full details of both
SGD, backpropagation, and the larger theoretical framework of DNN optimization are beyond the scope this
work, so the reader is referred to texts such as [86] and the review paper [12].
4.2: TRAINING A DNN TO MODEL THE STRAIN ENERGY OF ACTIN NETWORKS
DNNs were trained on the extracted continuum mechanics data outlined in section 3.2 to learn the strain
energy Ψ as either a function of the two-dimensional invariants of the right Cauchy-Green deformation
tensor IC = tr(C), IIC = det(C) = J2 or a function of the deformation gradient F itself. Data from the
three dimensional molecular dynamics simulations was projected onto the xz-plane and supplied as training
data to the DNNs. The FVM solver requires an averaged flux gradient ∂f∂q across adjacent grid cells which
requires the identification of the material tangent stiffness M as the second derivative of the strain energy, Ψ,





Thus once a DNN model of the strain energy is obtained, the Hessian matrix must be computed and then
averaged between left (−) and right (+) states of the grid cells over a linear homotopy parametrized by
ξ, F− + ξ(F+ − F−). This procedure of taking second derivatives of DNNs by symbolic computation
proved to be exceptionally computationally intensive on a personal workstation with 16 GB of memory and
6 computing cores with increasing DNN depth and nested compositions of nonlinear activation functions.
DNN architecture in both the invariant-based and deformation-based approaches was thus limited to 3 linear
layers interleaved by 2 elementwise activation layers. Throughout, the activation functions used are softplus
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functions [17],
ζ(x) = log(1 + ex) (4.7)
chosen as the analytic analogue of ReLUs or ramp functions. The smoothness of the softplus function was
utilized to compute DNN Hessians. Averaging the Hessians between grid cells over the homotopy parameter
ξ was carried out with a 3-point Gaussian quadrature over [0, 1] ⊂ R.
For all networks, the strain energy data was Z-score normalized and randomly permuted to avoid
correlations in batch sampling during the stochastic gradient descent. The adaptive learning rate optimization
algorithm ADAM [97] was used with standard parameter values of a step size ε = 10−5, first moment decay
rate β1 = 0.9, and second moment decay rate β2 = 0.999. Minibatch sizes of 128 samples were used for
each training round. Networks were trained over periods of 6 to 7 minutes with randomly selected validation
sets comprising 10% of the total sample size Ndata (Ndata = 48, 200).
The invariant-based approach yielded a DNN for the strain energy Ψ(DNN)IC taking inputs in x ∈ R
2 and
has linear layers l(1) : R2 → R2, l(2) : R2 → R3, l(3) : R3 → R, where l(i) : Rm → Rn has weight matrix
W(i) ∈ Rn×m and bias α(i) ∈ Rn:
l(i)(x) = W(i)x+α(i) (4.8)
Figure 4.1: Architecture of invariant-based DNN strain energy function.
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The first two linear layers subsequently serve as inputs to an elementwise activation function employing






as compared to the 7.4% relative error fitting to the Hamilton soft solid model. This represents a modest
improvement, but is likely limited by the projection to two dimensions in the xz-plane in order to construct a
model for a 2D simulation. Strains in the network along the y-axis contributing to the strain energy could not
be accounted for as opposed to fitting to the full 3D data the soft solid model.
Training a DNN directly on the deformation gradient data gave a strain energy Ψ(DNN)F : R
4 → R. The
linear layers had the same structure as (4.8) such that l(1) : R4 → R4, l(2) : R4 → R2, l(3) : R2 → R. Again,
the output of l(1) and l(2) are modified by elementwise softmax activation functions. A relative error of 6.26%
error was attained by Ψ(DNN)F over the {Fk,Ψk} data indicating that constitutive strain energy relations for
the actin network model are better represented as functions of raw measures of strain like the deformation
gradient rather than as functions of strain invariants. Recall that writing the strain energy for a hyperelastic
material as a function of the invariants assumes that the material is isotropic, i.e. its mechanical response
under external load is the same in any orientation. The lower average relative error achieved by Ψ(DNN)F
compared to Ψ(DNN)IC where both DNN models have the same network depth and layer composition suggests
that actin networks may have a mild anisotropic mechanical character.
Figure 4.2: Architecture of deformation gradient-based DNN strain energy function.
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Even while limited in neural architecture complexity, these relatively simple networks yielded improve-
ments over standard parameter fitting to the Hamilton soft solid model. We note that the overall relative
error over the dataset for the DNNs shows a modest improvement from 7.41% for the least squares fit to
the Hamilton soft solid model to the 6.26% relative error obtained by the deformation gradient-based DNN
learned strain energy function Ψ(DNN)F . More interesting are the comparisons over the datasets partitioned by
level of strain as shown in figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Average relative error over all deformation for all networks for each strain value. The overall
error over the entire dataset for each fit listed in the legend shows modest improvements in using a DNN to
learn the constitutive strain energy function while the plot shows that DNNs show great improvements for
large strains.
While the least squares fit to the soft solid model outperforms the DNN strain energies at low strains,
the DNN-based strain energy functions perform significantly better over large strains deformations of the
polymer network suggesting significant potential in representing constitutive behavior of complex materials
like the actin cytoskeleton in large deformation regimes. Moreover, a closer examination of the small strain
regimes reveals that the better performance of the least squares fit still fails to capture the qualitative behavior
of networks’ strain energy profiles as observed in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Example of reconstructed strain energy over small strain regimes (1%) and large strain regimes
(40%) for network 10 for both the least squares Hamilton soft solid model and the DNN based model. Overall
relative error of the time series compared to the measured data is listed in the legend.
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One of course may have chosen a different strain energy function to fit the data to in 3.3 that could have
outperformed the DNNs used here, but we note again that these DNNs are significantly underpowered due to
the analytical simplicity needed to incorporate them into the FVM simulation code. Developing a codebase
that can accommodate DNN-based constitutive law evaluation for more complicated and more powerful
DNN architectures will allow such DNNs to outperform parameter fitting of microscale simulation data to
any known functional form of a constitutive law. Given these considerations, these results suggest great
potential for DNNs in deriving and employing continuum constitutive models in numerical simulation for
microstructurally complex materials.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This work outlines a protocol for developing data-driven constitutive laws for biological materials.
Drawing on techniques and theories of computational homogenization of multiscale heterogeneous materials,
the thesis research presented above applies and adapts such methods to macromolecular biological systems
which has not been sufficiently explored as of this writing. Further development and refinement of these
methods presents an opportunity to address the role of mechanics in physiological processes with sufficient
numerical precision to aid in predictive simulations and computational design in biomedical applications.
Coupling macroscale constitutive laws derived from data-driven approaches such as those outlined above to
physiological models may help us understand the interactions of phenomena operating at separate scales that
give rise to biological function and pathology.
This thesis sought to derive constitutive laws for continuum models of actin polymer networks from
detailed microscale data. In that effort it has been shown,
1. Continuum constitutive laws can be derived from microscale simulation data by means of the procedures
described in section 3.2. These data can then be used to determine appropriate constitutive laws for actin
polymer networks as a soft solid for large deformation mechanics.
2. Implementing the resulting constitutive law in continuum simulations requires care. The resulting fit
for the Hamilton soft solid model is highly nonlinear, and using the full values of the parameter A in a
simulation of deformation in Poiseuille flow leads to large deformations that severely distort the mesh of
material coordinates. This suggests the incorporation of remeshing algorithms for nonlinear deformations
in FVM code is needed. Alternatively, a thorough investigation what constitutive equations best fit the
microscale data should be undertaken.
3. Using DNNs to derive constitutive laws from the microscale simulation data yields a better overall fit to
the data with respect to the strain energy even for simple DNN architectures. However, implementing
these DNN-based constitutive laws demands further investigation. Learning the strain energy Ψ as a
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function of network strain measures by DNNs necessitates taking two derivatives to produce the tangent
stiffness matrix to be used in the continuum simulation framework described in section 3.3.1. This
produces complex, nonlinear equations for the tangent stiffness that also lead to numerical problems in the
simulation. Further, it is unclear if the strain energy produced by DNNs is physically reasonable. There
is a need to develop a theory of neural network design to ensure physically sound constitutive laws can
be learned from microscale data of materials. This presents a rewarding but challenging opportunity for
intrepid investigators.
From a biological perspective, while the microscopic model used in this work suffices as a basic cytoskele-
tal model, many simplifying assumptions were made. Filament networks were modeled athermally, crosslinks
were modeled as permanent harmonic bonds, and many important accessory proteins and biochemical species
were excluded from the microstructural kinetics. Deriving constitutive laws from more biologically accurate
microscopic models presents an immediate opportunity for further work. Cytoskeletal networks are known
to exhibit viscoelastic effects. An important area of research will involve deriving constitutive laws with
continuum viscoelastic behavior from potential microscopic mechanisms. With high performance computing
resources and/or multi-timescale integration algorithms, full Langevin simulations of these systems may be
possible, thus embedding viscous drag between the network and the fluid medium as a source of viscoelastic
dissipation at the microscale. Additionally, crosslinkers may be modeled as distinct molecules that can diffuse
through the network which transiently bind to filaments in a force-dependent manner. Modeling crosslinkers
in this fashion will include a key microscopic mechanism of viscoelastic relaxation in the microscale model.
Including these sources of dissipation at the microscale and adapting the macroscopic continuum framework
to allow for dissipation and viscous effects may allow investigators to derive data-driven constitutive laws for
viscoelastic solids. In addition to viscoelasticity, the cytoskeleton is an active material, transducing chemical
potential energy from ATP into mechanical forces. For actin networks, incorporating the kinetics of myosin
motors and filament (de)polymerization in the microscopic model is of great interest as it will allow the
derivation of homogenized active forces at the macroscopic scale from the microscopic data. Variations in
crosslinker density and actin concentration are also necessary to gain an accurate model of the continuum
behavior of cytoskeletal network. Both actin filament concentration and crosslinker density vary in space and
time throughout the cell body, responding to signals from the environment to perform biological functions
within the cell. Their varied concentrations at the microscale are alter macroscale mechanics in a known
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manner. Reproducing these observed relationships are important validation studies to be performed in order
refine and improve the process of deriving data-driven constitutive laws. Investigating how actin network
topology and filament orientation influence the mechanical response of the bulk material is another important
line of research. Studying the relationship between network geometry and anisotropic mechanical behavior
and developing corresponding constitutive equations for these systems may be a productive line of research
from both a mathematical and biological perspective.
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APPENDIX A: NOTES ON CONTINUUM MECHANICS
A.1: EXAMPLES OF COMMON OPERATIONS EXPRESSED IN INDICIAL NOTATION
inner product: xTy = x · y xiyi =
∑3
i=1 xiyi










exterior product of vectors: x⊗ y = xyT xiyj
trace of 2-tensor: trB Bkk =
∑3
k=1Bkk
product of 2-tensor its transpose: BBT BikBjk =
∑3
k=1BikBjk
A.2: EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The equations of motion for continuous media are arrived at by considering changes in total quantities
of mass, linear momentum, and angular momentum throughout the continuum body Ω. Consider first
conservation of mass. The mass of a body Ω can be expressed as an integral of the mass density over the











Note the relation implies that the material mass density ρ0 can be expressed by the product of the determinant
of the deformation gradient and the spatial mass density. Working in material coordinates, we take the total






ρ(x(a, t), t)JdV =
∫
Ω0
ρ̇J + ρJ̇dV = 0






(ρJ) = ρ̇J + ρJ̇ = 0
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ρ̇J + ρJ(∇ · v)dV =
∫
Ω0














∂t +∇ · (ρv)dv
Where we have used the relation J̇ = J(∇ · v). We then have the conservation equation for the mass density,
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0
If the material is incompressible, the divergence of the velocity is zero, leaving the equation,
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ρ · v = 0

























Equation (A.1) is known as the Reynolds transport theorem, which we call on immediately to examine the
conservation of linear momentum.






The change in momentum is given by Newton’s Third law, being the sum of the total forces on the body. In
the context of continuum mechanics, the forces are given by traction forces t on the boundary of Ω, ∂Ω = Γ,
and external forces b at all points in a body, for example, gravity:












Taking the total time derivative by way of the Reynolds transport theorem and noting that t = σ · n, we can




















(ρv̇ −∇ · σ − b)dv = 0
This gives the equations of motion in spatial coordinates,
ρv̇ = ∇ · σ + b
Accounting for the balance in angular momentum will show that σ is symmetric. Let x0 ∈ Ω denote some
arbitrary point in Ω. The angular momentum at x ∈ Ω is given by (x− x0)× ρv(x) = r × ρv. The total




r × ρvdv (A.2)












r × bdv (A.3)
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Taking the total time derivative again and substituting (2.9), we compute,
∫
Ω
ρ ˙r × vdv =
∫
Γ
r × σ · nds+
∫
Ω
r × bdv (A.4)∫
Ω
ρv × v︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ r × ρv̇dv =
∫
Ω
∇ · (r × σ)dv +
∫
Ω
r × bdv (A.5)
∫
Ω
r × ρv̇dv =
∫
Ω
∇ · (r × σ)dv +
∫
Ω




E : σT + r × (∇ · σ)dv +
∫
Ω
r × bdv (A.7)
Above, E denotes the Levi-Civita 3-tensor as defined in (2.2). Gathering appropriate terms on the left hand
side, we recover the linear momentum balance equtaion. This allows the conclusion,
∫
Ω




E : σT = 0
εijkσkj = 0
(A.8)
Scrutinizing the index summation notation, we conclude that for j 6= k,
σjk − σkj = 0 ⇒ σjk = σkj
which allows us to conclude that the Cauchy stress tensor σ is symmetric:
σ = σT
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APPENDIX B: EULER-LAGRANGE EQUATIONS FOR HYPERELASTIC MATERIALS
We go through an alternative derivation of the equations of motion in the material frame can be undertaken
in the framework of Lagrangian mechanics.
Recall that one can derive the equations of motion for a system of n particles or point masses by
minimizing the action of the system [104]. The action S is an integral of a function L known as the
Lagrangian (not to be confused with Lagrangian or material coordinates in continuum mechanics) between






L = K(q̇(t), t)− U int(q(t), t) + Uext(q(t), q̇(t), t)
(B.1)
The Lagrangian is typically written as the difference of the kinetic and internal potential energy of the system
at any given time plus any external work being applied to the system. Minimizing S over a variation in q, δq,









= 0, i = 1, . . . , n (B.2)
In solid mechanics, the displacement u is a field variable dependent on both space and time. However,
another application of the calculus of variations by minimizing an action over a properly defined Lagrangian
















= 0, i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} (B.3)
The Lagrangian is once again defined as a sum of the various forms of energy in the system. Assuming the
material is hyperelastic over an isothermal deformation, we can define U int by way of the strain energy Ψ:
L = K − U int + Uext
L = 1
2
ρui,tui,t −Ψ(F(ui,j)) + ρuiBi
(B.4)
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(Pklδikδjl)− ρBi = ρui,tt −
∂Pij
∂aj
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